Saving Lives.
Anytime,
Anywhere.

169
Lives depend on you.
The AW169 is ideally suited to life-saving primary and secondary EMS missions
anytime, anywhere.
Easily adaptable, rapidly configurable and uniquely designed around patients’
needs; the AW169 ensures that air medical professionals can provide the best
care at the most critical moments.
Inspired by the vision, curiosity and creativity of the great master inventor Leonardo is designing the technology of tomorrow.
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COVER: The upgraded Bell 407GXP has an extra 22.5kg payload capacity than the original
407 and a new Rolls-Royce M250-C47B/8 engine that delivers hot-and-high performance
with improved hover characteristics. (Photo: Bell Helicopter) ABOVE: The Columbia 234 UT
heavylift helicopter is a civil version of the CH-47 Chinook. It is fitted with an internal water
tank for fire-fighting missions. (Photo: Columbia Helicopters)
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HIGH PERFORMANCE.
HIGH TECHNOLOGY.
A HIGHER STANDARD.
The MD 902 Explorer is a multi-purpose twin-engine helicopter
that sets the standard for its class in performance, affordability,
dependability, and safety. With operators in every market
segment – air medical, law enforcement, search and rescue,
electronic newsgathering, executive transport, offshore and
utility – the MD 902 Explorer couples high performance with low
direct operating costs to rise above the rest.

MADE IN AMERICA
| MDHELICO PTERS .COM

SPECIFICATIONS

ROTORCRAFT
This section provides a guide to civil helicopters that are in production, under development
or subject to major upgrade worldwide.
The specifications listed here are intended to provide a handy reference source for the
basic parameters that describe the helicopter’s capacity and performance. Manufacturers
and their agents can supply more information on request.
All data has been supplied by the manufacturer. The speeds, hover in ground effect (HIGE)
and hover out of ground effect (HOGE) figures assume ISA conditions and maximum takeoff weight (MTOW) unless otherwise stated. The MTOW is the highest weight at which the
aircraft is permitted to fly by regulatory authorities.
Entries are listed alphabetically first by company then by model.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact Ben Brook at
ben.b@shephardmedia.com to ensure that it appears in the Shephard Plus online
database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: The Robinson R66 five-place turbine helicopter has a Rolls-Royce RR300 turboshaft powerplant and a cruise speed of 125kt.
The company received FAA certification for its R66 Turbine Newscopter in July 2017. (Photo: Shephard picture library)
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SPECIFICATIONS

Airbus Helicopters

ROTORCRAFT
►

AS365 N3+ Dauphin

Airbus Helicopters developed the AS365 N3+ from the Dauphin
series of medium twin-turboshaft rotorcraft. The AS365 N3+ was
launched at the 2009 Paris Air Show and was certified in 2010.
The AS365 N3+ is fitted with a digital four-axis autopilot (as
installed in the H175 and the H225) and offers a choice of
avionics equipment (Pro Line or Garmin radio suite depending
on the mission, including multi-mission display compatible
with sensors such as DMAP, EOS, radar, TCAS, EGPWS, DF) to
safely perform missions in a range of climatic conditions.
According to Airbus Helicopters and based on the independent
agency Conklin & De Decker, the N3+ is the most cost-effective
helicopter in its class. Due to the AFCS coupled with FMS, Pro
Line 21 radio and SAR modes, the N3+ offers SAR capability
with mission efficiency and safety. The auto-hover mode and
ground speed mode are complements to the basic AFCS to
assist in operations in hostile environments. The AS365 N3+
offers the performance of the Dauphin family, which was sold
to customers such as the USCG, Heli-One, Bond, CHC,
Heli-Union, the Lithuanian Armed Forces, Kawasaki Fire
Department, the Indonesian Police and the French Navy. Over
1,000 units of the Dauphin family were delivered by the end of
2015 and had accumulated more than 6 million flight hours. In
December 2017, Kuwait’s Ministry of Interior announced that
two AS365 N3+ had been delivered, the first in November and
the second in December. Expected to be based primarily at
Abdallah Al Mubarak Air Base in Kuwait City, they will bolster
the ministry’s rotary capabilities, particularly for SAR operations.
Applications: general, passenger transport, EMS, ALE, oil and
gas, SAR, VIP/executive Powerplant: 2x 838hp (at take-off
power) Turbomeca Arriel 2C turboshafts Overall length: 13.73m
Fuselage length: 12.11m Rotor diameter: 11.94m Cabin

Airbus Helicopters

►

length: 2.2m Cabin height: 1.4m Cabin width: 1.98m Empty
weight: 2,374kg (baseline aircraft) MTOW: 4,300kg Max speed/
VNE: 155kt at MTOW Cruise speed: 145kt (fast cruise at MTOW)
Range: 792km (standard tanks at recommended cruise)
Seating: 2 pilots + 12 passengers

EC145

The EC145 is a medium-sized, twin-engine helicopter which is
certified for single-pilot VFR. Formerly known as the EC145e
variant, the aircraft has been developed as the utility version of
the family for diverse aerial work missions such as fire-fighting
and internal or external load transport. The integrated glass
cockpit includes Airbus Helicopters’ VEMD and a caution and
advisory display (CAD) to enhance flight safety. The central
panel display system, consisting of two additional LCD displays,
includes Airbus Helicopters’ first limit indicator, which simplifies
engine and torque monitoring. Other built-in safety aspects
include energy-absorbing fuselage and seats, along with
crash-resistant fuel cells. According to the company, the EC145
is the quietest helicopter in its class, at 6.7dB below ICAO sound
level specifications. It has a hingeless rotor system with
optimised blades for low sound and vibration levels. The
unobstructed main cabin of the EC145 is reconfigurable, with
access by sliding side and rear clamshell doors. The high-set
main and tail rotor allow the loading and unloading of
passengers or cargo while the rotors are running. An external
hoist – installed on either the left- or right-hand side – has a
capacity of 272kg on a 90m cable. The EC145/BK 117 family
has logged more than 4.3 million flight hours with its fleet of
around 1,250 aircraft worldwide. Powerplant: 2x Safran Arriel
1E2 turboshafts Payload: 1,699kg Max load on sling: 1,500kg
MTOW: 3,585kg Cruise speed: 133kt Range: 855km Seating: 1
pilot + 11 passengers or 2 pilots + 10 passengers

6
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ROTORCRAFT

Airbus Helicopters

►

H125

The H125, designated the AS350 B3e Ecureuil/AStar until
March 2015, is the high-performance version of the
single-engine Ecureuil family. On 14 May 2005, it established a
world record for the highest altitude landing and take-off, on
Mount Everest at 29,029ft. The H125 is designed for use in
hot-and-high and environments. The aircraft is equipped with a
Safran Arriel 2D engine, including triple engine control with a
dual-channel FADEC unit and a third independent and
automatic back-up channel for automatic start-up sequences
and engine handling. This engine provides reliability and
decreased maintenance costs, and is fitted with a data recorder.
The H125 glass cockpit includes a VEMD and a radio line based
on the touchscreen Garmin GTN 650. The aircraft can be fitted
with an optional rupture-resistant fuel tank for improved
operational safety. The flat-floored cabin means that the H125
can be reconfigured for various types of mission, with increased
comfort provided by the Stylence interior design for passenger
transport missions. Some 6,000 Ecureuil rotorcraft had been
delivered to 1,800 operators in nearly 120 countries at the end
of August 2016, at which time the Ecureuil fleet reached 30
million flight hours. Around 550 H125s are currently in service
worldwide. Airbus received orders for 88 H120/H125 light
single-engine helicopters in 2016. In July 2017, San Bernardino
County Sheriff’s Department in California acquired two new
Airbus Helicopters H125 AStars. The new aircraft have been
acquired as part of a long-term plan to update San
Bernardino’s fleet of six AS350 B3 helicopters, an earlier model
of the AStar. The new helicopters will be used to perform
high-altitude rescues, fire suppression and patrol operations.
Applications: general, ALE, FF, SAR, corporate Powerplant: 1x
848hp Safran Arriel 2D turboshaft Overall length: 12.94m

Airbus Helicopters

►

SPECIFICATIONS

Fuselage length: 10.93m Rotor diameter: 10.69m Cabin
length: 2.42m at floor Cabin height: 1.3m Cabin width: 1.65m
Empty weight: 1,237kg Payload: 1,013kg (useful load) MTOW:
2,250kg; 2,370kg with optional equipment kit to increase
internal gross weight; 2,800kg with external load Cruise speed:
127kt (recommended at MTOW); 137kt (fast cruise at MCP and
MTOW) HIGE: 11,600ft at take-off power and MTOW HOGE:
9,450ft at take-off power and MTOW Range: 650km (without
reserve, at recommended cruise, at MTOW) Seating: 1 pilot + 5
passengers (standard); 1 pilot + 4 passengers (Stylence)

H130

The H130, designated the EC130 until March 2015, is a light
single-engine helicopter in the Ecureuil family, with a modular
cabin that can accommodate one pilot and up to six/seven
passengers. Its Fenestron tail rotor (H135 type) and automatic
variable rotor speed control result in a reduced external sound
level. The Safran Arriel 2D turbine engine, which includes a
dual-channel FADEC system with a third independent and
automatic back-up channel, offers 14% more power and a
30-min take-off power rating for occasional use compared to
the previous engine. The aircraft introduces a new console
panel concept and electrical trays, accessible in the right cargo
compartment and under the cabin floor. The active vibration
control system and redesigned air conditioning and ventilation
system make the flight smoother for passengers and crew. The
H130 glass cockpit includes a VEMD and a radio line based on
the touchscreen Garmin GTN 750. The rotorcraft is equipped
with a crashworthy fuel tank and energy-absorbing seats for all
crew and passengers. By the end of 2015, more than 630
aircraft in the H130 family had been delivered to 310 operators
in nearly 60 countries. At that point, the H130 had accumulated
more than 1,585,100 flight hours. In May 2017, Airbus
announced that it had manufactured the 700th model of the
H130. Applications: general, EMS, ALE, corporate, tourism
Powerplant: 1x Safran Arriel 2D turboshaft Overall length:
12.64m Fuselage length: 10.68m Rotor diameter: 10.68m
Cabin length: 2.19m Cabin height: 1.18m Cabin width: 1.87m
Empty weight: 1,433kg Payload: 1,067kg (useful load) Max
load on sling: 1,500kg MTOW: 2,500kg Cruise speed: 130kt (fast
cruise at MCP); 120kt (recommended) HIGE: 11,270ft
(performance demonstrated at 2,465kg) at take-off power and
CIVIL AND PARAPUBLIC HELICOPTER HANDBOOK ISSUE 16

MTOW HOGE: 9,678ft (performance demonstrated at 2,465kg)
at take-off power and MTOW Range: 616km (without reserve, at
recommended cruise) Seating: 8
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SPECIFICATIONS

Airbus Helicopters

ROTORCRAFT
►

H135

The H135 is a lightweight, twin-engine multi-mission helicopter
designed to have low operating costs. Its endurance and range
enable it to perform a number of mission requirements, while
carrying more payload over longer distances than any aircraft in
its class, according to the company. Incorporating a modern
cockpit and avionics – as well as Airbus Helicopters’ Fenestron
tail rotor and bearingless main rotor – the H135 is claimed to be
one of the quietest helicopters in its class, achieving
approximately 6.5dB below ICAO standards. Launched at
Heli-Expo 2013, the twin engine EC135 T3/P3 (renamed H135
in March 2015) is intended for hot-and-high environments.
Benefiting from optimisation of the main rotor, software
modifications to the engine and a new lateral air intake, the
H135 provides additional payload, delivers a claimed
‘best-in-class performance’ in OEI, AEO and Cat A operations
throughout the flight envelope, and offers extended mission
capability. Former versions of the H135 family can be retrofitted
to the standards of the latest model. The cockpit is equipped
with a dual-GPS Garmin GTN 750 and a 6in colour map
graphics display, and provides a touchscreen surface as the
main interface. Since 2015, the H135 also has Airbus
Helicopters’ avionics suite Helionix with four-axis autopilot.
Airbus Helicopters also offers the military H135M variant. Over
1,000 aircraft have been delivered worldwide. In June 2016,
Airbus announced that a Chinese consortium had ordered 100
H135s to be assembled locally over a ten-year period from
2018. On 3 May 2017, the company announced that it had
completed deliveries of three H135s to SAF Group for
emergency medical services in France. Applications: general,
EMS, ALE, corporate, utility, training Powerplant: 2x 613hp Pratt
& Whitney Canada PW206B3 or 622hp Safran Arrius 2B2+

Airbus Helicopters

►

H145

The medium-sized, twin-engine EC145 began as an initiative to
increase the cabin size of the BK 117 C1 aircraft involving
Kawasaki of Japan and Airbus Helicopters. In March 2015, the
H145 became the designated name for the EC145 range. More
than 800 helicopters of this family have been produced,
accumulating more than three million flight hours. The latest
model is the H145, formerly known as the EC145 T2. As a
further hot-and-high evolution of the BK 117 family, the H145
provides new technologies, such as: cockpit design, with a
human-machine interface and Helionix avionics; two Arriel 2E
engines, each controlled by a fully redundant dual-channel
FADEC; an enhanced transmission system; and a Fenestron tail
rotor. These are combined with design elements of the H145,
for example the main rotor system and the multipurpose cabin.
The H145 is certified according to the latest FAR Part 29
airworthiness standards. The H145’s maintenance procedures
optimise the intervals between periodical inspections, for
increased availability and reduced operating costs. An optional
HUMS is available for the engine. The Fenestron shrouded tail
rotor reduces noise levels, and Airbus Helicopters claims that
the H145 is the quietest helicopter in its class. The H145
received EASA certification on 16 April 2014. Deliveries to the
first customer, German air rescue operator DRF Luftrettung,
started in July 2014. The H145 programme also offers
specialised versions for utility work, VIP transport with
Mercedes-Benz-style design and the H145M – a military variant
for multi-role purposes. In 2015, the first H145 in police
configuration was delivered to the Baden-Württemberg
National Police in Germany. In June 2016, Airbus Helicopters
signed a contract with Wiking Helikopter Service for two
8

turboshafts Overall length: 12.26m Fuselage length: 10.2m
Rotor diameter: 10.4m Cabin length: 2.76m excl cockpit Cabin
height: 1.26m Cabin width: 1.5m Empty weight: 1,482kg
Payload: 1,498kg (useful load) MTOW: 2,980kg Cruise speed:
136kt (max at MTOW) HIGE: 13,300ft at MTOW HOGE: 8,200ft at
MTOW Max range: 630km, 830km with long-range fuel tank
(P3); 615km, 815km with long-range fuel tank (T3) Economic
cruise range: 136kt at MTOW Seating: 8

offshore-configured H145s. On 7 December 2016, Swiss Air-Rescue Rega bought six H145s for delivery in 2018. Additionally, in
May 2017, the company announced that Beijing 999
Emergency Rescue Centre had signed an agreement to
purchase an H145 to join the two H135s (see separate entry) it
currently operates to provide medical SAR. Applications:
general, EMS, ALE, oil and gas, SAR, corporate Powerplant: 2x
771hp (MCP) Safran Arriel 2E turboshafts Overall length:
13.63m Fuselage length: 11.69m Rotor diameter: 11m Cabin
length: 3.42m excl cockpit Cabin height: 1.27m max, 0.95m
rear Cabin width: 1.55m max, 1.4m rear Empty weight:
1,919kg Payload: 1,731kg (useful load) Max load on sling:
1,500kg MTOW: 3,650kg Cruise speed: 134kt (recommended at
MTOW) HIGE: 12,795ft at MTOW HOGE: 9,842ft at MTOW Range
with option fuel: 677km (standard fuel tanks) Seating: 12
CIVIL AND PARAPUBLIC HELICOPTER HANDBOOK ISSUE 16
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Airbus Helicopters

►

SPECIFICATIONS

H155

The H155 (designated the EC155 until March 2015) is Airbus
Helicopters’ high-end 5t twin-engine helicopter. It is an
enhanced version of the Dauphin family and is claimed to
include some of the most advanced technologies available. The
H155 was unveiled at the 1997 Paris Air Show and certified in
1998. The H155 B1 was certified in July 2002. The medium twin,
multi-mission H155 is aimed at passenger transport markets
requiring high comfort and high speed. It incorporates several
major improvements, including a multi-mission display added
to the glass cockpit, which is compatible with mission sensors
such as DMAP, EOS, radar, TAS, EGPWS and the dual GPS
installation GTN750 introduced in the navigation system for
each standard mission. The autohover and ground speed
modes are complements to the basic AFCS to assist in hovering
operations in hostile environments. Available options include
sand filters and air conditioning. Over 1,000 units of the
Dauphin family had been delivered by the end of 2016,
accumulating more than 6 million flight hours. Applications:
general, EMS, FF, ALE, oil and gas, corporate, VIP Powerplant: 2x
943shp (take-off power) Safran Arriel 2C2 turboshafts Overall
length: 14.3m Fuselage length: 12.71m Rotor diameter: 12.6m
Cabin length: 2.5m Cabin height: 1.34m Cabin width: 2.05m
Empty weight: 2,619kg (baseline aircraft) MTOW: 4,920kg Max
speed/VNE: 175kt Cruise speed: 143kt at MTOW (fast cruise)
Max range: 784km (with standard tanks, at recommended
cruise speed, at MTOW, without reserve) Seating: 2 pilots + 13
passengers

our world rotates around yours
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SPECIFICATIONS

Airbus Helicopters

ROTORCRAFT
►

H160

Airbus Helicopters unveiled a full-scale model of the H160
medium twin rotorcraft on 3 March 2015 at Heli-Expo. The
utility helicopter, the first to be released under the Airbus
Helicopters identity, is being developed as a successor to the
company’s Dauphin family. The H160 has the Airbus Helionix
avionics suite and integrates 68 patents, mostly for the Blue
Edge main rotor blades, which provide a 50% reduction in
sound levels using a double-swept shape. It also increases
performance levels with 100kg additional payload compared to
conventional blades. The H160 also includes Esterline CMC’s
CMA-9000 Flight Management System and CMA-5024 GPS
landing system sensor. The canted Fenestron contributes to
higher performance levels (40kg increased payload) and a
sound level reduction of several decibels. The biplane horizontal
stabiliser improves performance levels by 50kg additional
payload at low speed. The first prototype made its initial flight
on 13 June 2015 and was followed by the second on 27
January 2016. The first two H160 prototypes had accumulated
more than 270 hours of flight testing by the end of 2016. First
customer deliveries of the H160 are anticipated for 2019. In
March 2017, the French MoD announced its intention to
incorporate the H160 platform into the forefront of its
modernisation programme. Under the Joint Light Helicopter
programme, the MoD intends to use the H160 as the
replacement for a number of in-service helicopters, including
the Alouette III, Dauphin SP and Fennec, with 160 to 190
helicopters expected to be procured. Aiming to be completed
as early as 2024, this development signals the platform’s first
military application. In October 2017, Airbus announced that
the third prototype of the H160, PT3, had completed its
maiden flight. Equipped with a cabin interior similar to the

Airbus Helicopters

►

H175

The 7.5t-class H175 (known as the EC175 until March 2015) was
developed in cooperation with China’s Avicopter, which
markets the helicopter as the AC352 (see separate entry). The
first two production examples were delivered on 11 December
2014 to launch customer NHV for oil and gas missions in the
North Sea. The design is the result of a process that involved a
panel of oil and gas and SAR operators/customers through
various workshops. The H175 is designed for dual-pilot IFR, in
accordance with EASA certification specifications (CS-29). The
H175 was certified in oil and gas configuration in January 2014.
It meets the latest safety standards, aiming at low operational
costs, high availability and versatility for mission dispatch. The
H175 is designed to offer a large, comfortable, multi-layout
cabin, and exceed CS-29 safety requirements with oversized
Type IV emergency exits. The new avionics suite provides a
range of piloting aids. The H175 is able to carry up to 18 passengers in a ‘spacious’ seating arrangement. The preventive
maintenance of the H175 has been developed in accordance
with MSG3 requirements. The radius of action, with standard
fuel tank, in ISA+20° varies: oil and gas configuration – 18 pax at
105nm, 16 pax at 140nm, 12 pax at 195nm, 7 pax at 266nm,
including 10% fuel reserve + 30min; SAR configuration – four
rescuees at 233nm, including 30min fuel reserve and 30min
search. The public services configuration was developed for the
Hong Kong Government Flying Service, with delivery planned
for the end of 2017. By the end of July 2017, the global fleet of
15 H175s had flown more than 12,000h, with 12 flying oil and
gas missions in the North Sea and one operating in the Gulf of
Mexico. Applications: oil and gas, SAR, EMS, ALE, corporate, VIP
Powerplant: 2x 2,067shp Pratt & Whitney PT6C-67E turboshafts
10

eventual serial-production aircraft, PT3 will contribute to flight
test and certification activities. Company officials said the third
prototype incorporated a significant number of modifications
based on feedback resulting from the first two years of testing
by development, production and support teams. Airbus
Helicopters has so far accumulated over 500 hours of flight
testing using two prototypes since the maiden flight of aircraft
PT1 in June 2015. According to the company, the H160’s new
final assembly line at Marignane is almost complete and will be
ready to start serial production shortly. The H160 is expected to
enter into service in 2019. The first version to enter service will
be passenger transport, mainly for oil and gas or commercial
transport, followed by an emergency medical services version.
Powerplant: 2x Safran Arrano turboshafts MTOW: 5.5-6t Cruise
speed: 160kt HOGE: 5,000ft Seating: 12 in passenger
configuration

Overall length: 18.06m Fuselage length: 15.68m Rotor
diameter: 14.8m Height: 5.34m Cabin length: 4.1m Cabin
height: 1.4m Cabin width: 2.13m Empty weight: 4,603kg
(typical oil and gas mission) MTOW: 7,500kg (extension to
7,800kg) Max range: 1,096km in oil and gas configuration, level
flight at 5,000ft ISA at best range speed, without reserve
Seating: 2 pilots + 16-18 passengers
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EQUIPMENT

ENGINES
The following section provides data on a selection of powerplants produced for rotarywing aircraft. Entries are shown in alphabetical order by manufacturer and then by engine
model.
The specifications listed here are intended to provide a handy, at-a-glance reference to the
engines produced by each manufacturer and the aircraft they are used on. They are by no
means exhaustive given the large number of re-engining programmes currently under way
by third-party companies. Manufacturers and their agents can supply more information on
request.
If your company produces an engine that you think should be listed, please contact
Ben Brook at ben.b@shephardmedia.com to ensure that it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition,

ABOVE: The Arrius 2F was designed for the light single-engine Airbus H120. According to the manufacturer, the engine offers
simplified maintenance procedures as a result of its two-module architecture. (Photo: Safran Helicopter Engines)
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ENGINES

GE AVIATION
CT7 Family
GE Aviation’s CT7 is a family of turboshaft and turboprop
engines that power 25 types of helicopters and fixedwing aircraft, with more than 130 customers in more
than 50 countries. Based on the T700, the CT7 family has
achieved over 37 million engine cycles and accumulated
over 80 million flight hours. The commercial CT7 powers
a variety of helicopters, including the Bell 214ST and 525,
Sikorsky S-70, S-92 and Leonardo’s AW101 and AW189.
First certified in 1977, an improved model incorporating
new technologies, the CT7-2, was placed in service
powering the Bell 214ST. The CT7-8 is the powerplant for
the Sikorsky S-92. The latest addition to the engine family
is the CT7-2E1, a civil version of the T700-701D. It has a
new, high-pressure turbine and FADEC. First certified in
2013, the model is currently in service on the AW189.
Another model, the CT7-2F1, is scheduled for certification
in 2018, and will power the Bell 252 Relentless. The
CT7-8 engine is the most powerful of the engine models.
Certified by the FAA in 2004, the model was designed for
increased durability and has FADEC for improved cockpit
information and reduced pilot workload. The CT7-8
powers a variety of multirole aircraft, including the S-92,
AW101 and NH90. Output: 1,700-2,769shp Application
platforms: Bell 214ST, Bell 525, S-70, S-92, AW101,
AW189 Take-off rating at sea level: 2,634shp (CT7-8)

T700-701D

Designed to be rugged, reliable and maintainable, the
T700-701D turboshaft engine powers the Sikorsky UH60M Black Hawk and Boeing AH-64E. The 701D provides
improved durability and performance while still being
maintainable with current GSE. In 2015, GE was awarded
a $2 billion contract to support the T700 701D/401C sale
to foreign militaries. GE Aviation has since supplied its
T700 military-designated turboshaft engine to Firehawk
Helicopters, following an exemption from the FAA to
sell the engine to commercial customers. Firehawk
Helicopters has subsequently deployed two UH-60A
helicopters (see separate entry) powered by T700-701D
engines in support of forest fire-fighting operations in
the US. The FAA exemption also clears GE to sell T700
parts to support the growing commercial fleet of UH-60A
helicopters that are being divested by the US Army. T700
engines serve all five branches of the US military and
numerous export customers. GE Aviation has emphasised
the T700-701D’s hot-and-high performance making it
suitable for Firehawk’s fire-fighting operations, detailing
how the engine is suited for heavy lifts during wildfires
where the aircraft will routinely lift more than 2,7223,175kg of water 6-8 times per hour. A variant of the
engine, the YT706, is installed on the Sikorsky S-97 coaxial
compound rotorcraft. Length: 117cm Weight: 207kg
Thrust range: 1,700-2,000shp Platforms: UH-60M, AH-64E

HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL
HTS900
The HTS900 two-spool turboshaft is the latest engine
to join the Honeywell family of helicopter engines. It is
designed with a modular approach, resulting in three
modules: the accessory/reduction gearbox; the gas
generator; and the combustor/power turbine assembly.
A single-stage cooled gas generator drives a two-stage
centrifugal compressor, and a single-stage power
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turbine drives the front-mounted reduction gearbox
alongside the forward and aft power output shafts. Air is
directed through a reverse-flow, effusion-cooled, annular
combustor. The gas generator shaft is supported by a
forward thrust bearing and an aft roller bearing. The
power turbine is mounted on an aft thrust bearing and
two roller bearings at the front of the shaft. Main power
drive is from the forward side of the accessory/reduction
gearbox, with an additional co-axial tail-rotor drive on the
aft side. The output gear drives through an integral, oneway, sprag-type overrunning clutch to the output shaft.
Length: 92.2cm Height: 64.7cm Features: FADEC, singlecrystal cooled gas generator turbine blades; incorporates
overriding clutch within engine reduction gearbox
Application platforms: Eagle Copter 407HP, Marenco
SKYe SH09 Output: 1,021shp (max), 907shp (continuous)

LTS101

The LTS101 was first certified in 1975. Since then
over 2,100 engines have been delivered to customers
worldwide, logging over 11 million service hours. The
engine underwent a redesign in 2001 with over $30
million invested in upgrades. According to Honeywell the
LTS101 turboshaft engine’s benefits include a potential
18% increase in helicopter value, 22% increase in OEI
power meeting EASA standards and increased shaft
horsepower. At typical operating weights, the singleengine ceiling can be increased from 1,500ft to more
than 5,000ft. The engine has been installed on a range of
airframes including the Bell 222, Airbus/Kawasaki BK117,
Airbus AS350 and Avicopter AC311. Length: 802mm
Height: 630mm Application platforms: AS350; AC311;
Innova Composite Helicopters KC650 Take-off power:
732shp (700D-2); 780shp (850B-2 twin-engine version)

T53

More than 19,000 T53-series engines have been
produced to date, powering an extensive list of military
and commercial helicopters. After 60 years of service, the
engine has achieved more than 62 million flight hours.
On the latest T53-17BCV, TBO and the demonstrated
mean time before unscheduled engine removals have
been increased. Length: 121cm (T53-L-703) Width:
61cm (T53-L-703) Height: 61cm (T53-L-703) Application
platforms: Bell UH-1H, Huey II, Kaman K-Max, Fuji-Bell
205B Time between overhaul: 5,000h; demonstrated
mean time before unscheduled engine removals over
4,000h (T53-17BCV) Take-off power: 1,800shp (max),
1,500shp (continuous) (T53-L-703)

LHTEC – LIGHT HELICOPTER
TURBINE ENGINE COMPANY
CTS800
The CTS800, the result of the LHTEC partnership
between Honeywell and Rolls-Royce, provides power
across a range of military and civil aircraft including
several versions of the Lynx family of helicopters, the
AW159 Wildcat and the T129 ATAK attack helicopter.;
Additionally, the engine family has powered the Sikorsky
X-2 Technology demonstrator to its world record speed
and has been installed in a number of light- and
medium-utility, scout and attack platforms. With a
compact and lightweight design, the engine has a design
life of up to 6,000h/20-year operation cycle and offers the
highest power-to-weight ratio and lowest SFC in its power
class, says the company. CTS800 engines for the Turkish
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turbocharged); 190shp (HIO-360-D1A fuel-injected);
225shp (O-360-J2A carburetted)

O-540 Series

The Lycoming O-540-series engines are six-cylinder,
direct-drive, horizontally opposed, air-cooled models.
The engine is the six-cylinder version of the four-cylinder
Lycoming O-360 series. The O-540 engines have been
installed on a range of aircraft, including the Piper PA-31
Navajo and the Robinson R44 helicopter. Weight: 203kg
(IO-540-AE1A5) and 167kg (O-540-F1B5) less optional
starter, alternator Application platforms: R44 Raven II
(IO-540-AE1A5); R44 Raven I (O-540-F1B5) Specific fuel
consumption: 57l/h at 75% power (IO-540-AE1A5/O540-F1B5) Take-off power: 260shp (IO-540-AE1A5 fuelinjected); 260shp (O-540-F1B5 carburetted)
The Lycoming O-360-J2A has four lightweight cylinders and a
reduced power rating, making it suitable for the Robinson R22.
(Photo: Lycoming Engines)

Light Utility Helicopter programme will be supplied
by LHTEC under a contract with Turkish Aerospace
Industries, it was announced on 10 December 2015.
The contract formalises an MoU signed between the
companies at the 2015 Paris Air Show. Work will consist
of a five-year development programme to integrate and
certify the CTS800-4AT engine model on the Turkish Light
Utility Helicopter platform. LHTEC plans to industrialise
production and maintenance of the engine in Turkey.
The commercial CTS800-4N variant was FAA-certified in
November 2003 and has a speed-reduction gearbox. The
CTS800-4K powers the boundary layer control system
on the ShinMaywa US-2 amphibious SAR aircraft. The
engine has a modular design, combining a twin-spool
compressor, annular combustor and bladed four-stage
turbine. The engine is capable of operating in austere
environments due to the integrated particle separator
inlet. The engine also has a dual-channel FADEC system.
Length: 86cm Width: 56cm Weight: 170kg Assigned
service life: up to 6,000h/20-year operation cycle
Platforms: Lynx; AW159 Wildcat; T129; X-2; LUH

LYCOMING ENGINES
O-360 Series
The Lycoming O-360-series engines are fourcylinder, direct-drive, horizontally opposed, air-cooled
models. There are 167 different models within the
O-360 series. The power of the engine series ranges
from 109 to 168kW, with the basic O-360 operating at
134kW. The O-360-J2A variant has been installed on
the Robinson R22 and has lightweight cylinders and a
reduced power rating, making it suitable for installation
on rotorcraft. The HIO-360 collection within the O-360
engine series has been installed on a wide variety of
helicopters such as the Enstrom F-28F. Weight: 132kg
(HIO-O-360-F1AD) less optional starter, alternator,
turbocharger; 131kg (HIO-360-D1A) less optional starter,
alternator; 117kg (O-360-J2A) less optional starter,
alternator Application platforms: Enstrom 280F, 280
FX, F28F (HIO-O-360-F1AD); S-300 (HIO-360-D1A); R22
Beta II, Guimbal Cabri G2 (O-360-J2A) Specific fuel
consumption: 44l/h at 75% power (HIO-O-360-F1AD/
HIO-360-D1A); 35l/h at 75% power (O-360-J2A) Takeoff power: 225shp (HIO-O-360-F1AD fuel-injected,
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PRATT & WHITNEY CANADA
PT6B Family
The initial models in the PT6B series were derived
directly from the PT6T TwinPac engine (see separate
entry). The PT6B-37A has automatic fuel control and
an electronic power turbine governor with a manual
back-up – a feature claimed to be unique for singleengine operations. The 1,000shp-class single-engine
configuration has been produced in six models. More
than 469 PT6B engines power aircraft in service with
160 operators in 50 countries, having accumulated more
than 1.7 million flying hours in applications such as
HEMS, business and utility operations. The PT6B series
models range in shaft horsepower from 900 to over 2,000.
The basic engine layout is the same as the PT6T and
PT6A turboprop; this involves a two-shaft configuration
consisting of a multi-stage compressor driven by a singlestage compressor turbine and an independent shaft
coupling the power turbine to the output shaft through
the offset reduction gearbox. The PT6B engines power
the AW119 Koala, produced by Leonardo since 2016.
Length: 164cm Width: 49.5cm Height: 89cm Platforms:
AW119Ke (PT6B-37A) Output: 1,000hp (PT6B-37A)
Application platforms: single- and twin-engine helicopters

PT6C Family

P&WC describes the PT6C family as the latest technology
for new-generation medium-class helicopters and
tiltrotors. This 1,600 to 2,000shp-class engine series has
been produced in four models and utilised for a diverse
range of applications including oil exploration, HEMS,
maritime patrol, business and utility operations. To date,
it powers over 1,372 helicopters in service with 197
operators in 68 countries. The PT6C-67 remains a PT6 in
its basic configuration with a two-shaft layout consisting
of a multi-stage compressor driven by a single-stage
compressor turbine and an independent shaft coupling
the power turbine to the output shaft. It has engine
control ranging from EEC to FADEC, which provides ease
of pilot operation. Length: 165cm (PT6C-67A/C/E); 150cm
(PT6C-67D) Platforms: AW609 (PT6C-67A); AW139 (PT6C67C); H175 (PT6C-67E) Output: 1,942hp (PT6C-67A);
1,679hp (PT6C-67C); 1,777hp (PT6C-67E)

PT6T Family

The PT6T TwinPac engine has powered medium-class
helicopters for four decades. The 1,800-2,000shp class
twin-power engines have been produced in 11 models,
and power aircraft in service with 360 operators in 99
49
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countries. More than 7,000 PT6T engines have been
produced since the family entered service in the 1990s,
accumulating more than 44 million flying hours in
applications such as oil exploration, EMS, maritime patrol
and utility operations. The PT6T TwinPac engine, which
has most notably been installed on the Agusta and
Bell 212 and 412 helicopters, offers an output power of
1,800-2,200shp. The PT6T basic configuration consists
of two PT6A power sections coupled to a combining
gearbox with a clutch system, enabling both twin- and
single-engine operation. The power section configurations
are the same as that of the PT6A turboprop, which is
based on a two-shaft configuration. The engine’s singlestage compressor turbine provides cooled vanes to
maintain durability, and some models have electronic
engine control. Length: 167cm Width: 110cm Height:
82.6cm Application: medium helicopters Platforms: Bell
212 (PT6T-3B TwinPac); Bell 412EP (PT6T-3D TwinPac);
Bell 412 (PT6T-9 TwinPac) Output: 1,798hp (PT6T-3B
TwinPac); 1,919hp (PT6T-3D TwinPac); 2,243hp (PT6T-9
TwinPac)

turbine with a reverse-flow combustor powers a free, twostage power turbine. The power turbine, in turn, powers
the output shaft through a front-mounted reduction
gearbox. Combining the reduction and engine accessory
gearbox contributes to the PW210’s compact design.
Length: 1,100mm (approx) Width: 500mm (approx)
Height: 600mm (approx) Take-off power: 1,000shp

PW200 Family

M250-C20B/J

The PW200 series are 500-700shp class engines designed
for light twin helicopters. The series includes 12 models
which have been applied to a wide range of applications.
PW200 engines power aircraft in service with 670
operators in79 countries with more than 4,500 engines
produced since the family entered service in the 1990s.
The engines have accumulated more than 8.5 million
flying hours in EMS, utility, law enforcement, business
and other operations. The power of the engines ranges
from 500 to over 700shp. The design has three major
rotating components and a modular configuration to
enable easy maintenance. A single-stage centrifugal
compressor driven by a single-stage turbine with a
PT6-style reverse flow combustor powers a free, singlestage power turbine. The power turbine, in turn, powers
the output shaft through a front-mounted reduction
gearbox. The PW200’s control system has an electronic
engine control with hydro-mechanical backup delivering
‘pilot-friendly’ operation including auto-starting. The
PW200 series’ design provides low fuel consumption, low
environmental emissions, minimum maintenance and
low maintenance costs, it is claimed. Length: 9-104cm
Width: 56cm Application platforms: H135 P2i (PW206B2);
AW109 Power (PW206C); AW109 Grand (PW207C); Bell
427 (PW207D); Bell 429 (PW207D1); MD 900 Explorer
(PW207E); Kazan Ansat (PW207K) Output: 695hp
(PW206B2); 640hp (PW206C); 735hp (PW207C); 708hp
(PW 207D); 719hp (PW207D1); 709hp (PW207E); 730hp
(PW207K)

PW210

The PW210, P&WC’s 1,000shp-class engine, is designed
for single and twin-engine helicopters with improved fuel
burn, power-to-weight ratio, environmental emissions
and operating economics, whilst being durable and
reliable. By incorporating advances in compressor design
technology and turbine materials, the PW210 will achieve
its power-to-weight ratio and fuel consumption for
enhanced helicopter payload and range. Furthermore,
the featured dual-channel FADEC will enable ease
of pilot operation and maintenance diagnostics, it is
claimed. The PW210 has five major rotating components
and a modular design enabling ‘easy’ maintenance. A
two-stage centrifugal compressor driven by a single-stage
50

PW210 Family

According to P&WC, the PW210 1,000shp-class engine
family aims to set new standards in fuel burn, powerto-weight ratio, environmental emissions and operating
economics, while maintaining durability and reliability.
The engine has five major rotating components and a
modular design, enabling easy maintenance, according
to the company. Certification of the PW210S took place
in 2011. Length: 109cm Width: 50cm Height: 60cm
Application platforms: S-76D (PW210S); AW169 (PW210A)
Output: 1,076hp (PW210S)

ROLLS-ROYCE
The C20B/J is described as the ‘cornerstone’ of the M250
engine line. The engine is designed to provide reliability,
and the C20B has benefited from enhancements
developed across the M250 product line. Recent
improvements include first-stage turbine nozzle material
that extends the component’s life and maintains engine
performance, along with improved gearbox lip seals and
shaft journals to reduce oil consumption. Over 12,000
units have been delivered to date. Features: low SFC, 2.7:1
power/weight ratio, M250 FIRST network ready Platforms:
MD 500E (C20B), Bell 206B-3 (C20J) Take-off power:
420shp

M250-C20R

The M50-C20R engine is based on the design of the
C20B/J (see separate entry). The engine has a compressor
with two fewer stages than the C20B, yet delivers a
higher pressure ratio. Additional improvements include
an enhanced power turbine that provides up to a 5%
increase in power and a 2% reduction in SFC, decreasing
overall operating costs. Features: improved hot-and-high
performance, lower fuel consumption and M250 FIRST
network ready Platforms: MD 520N (C20R), Ka-226
(C20R/1), SW-4 (C20R/2) Take-off power: 450shp

M250-C20W

Like the C20R series (see separate entry), the M250C20W engine is based on the design of the C20B/J (see
separate entry). The C20W differs from previous designs
in that it is configured for exhaust-down configurations.
Improvements to the C20W include first-stage turbine
nozzle material, which extends component life and
maintains the engine’s performance. This and other
improvements continue to decrease direct operating
costs, while increasing the mean time between removals.
All improvements can be implemented in the field. In
March 2016, Enstrom Helicopter and Rolls-Royce signed
a five-year agreement to provide M250 engines for the
480B helicopter, which serves as a military trainer and is
in use for various civil applications. More than 220 M250powered 480B helicopters are in service throughout the
world. Features: good power-to-weight ratio and SFC,
proven modular design Platforms: Enstrom 480, Fire
Scout UAV Take-off power: 420shp
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MISSION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
This section covers sensor mission management systems commonly fitted to helicopters
used in the law enforcement, SAR and fire-fighting roles.
The items listed are examples from each manufacturer’s product range. Further details
about these products can be obtained by contacting them directly using the details found
in the Suppliers Guide. Entries are listed alphabetically by company.
If your company produces equipment that you think should be listed, please contact
Ben Brook at ben.b@shephardmedia.com to ensure that it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: The MD 600N is a versatile light single aircraft suited to law enforcement, utility, EMS or VIP operations.
(Photo: Shephard picture library)
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IDU-450

The IDU-450 3D synthetic vision EFIS from Genesys
Aerosystems is a flight management system that is
designed to enhance safety and reduce pilot workload.
The system is designed for avionics in special mission,
military trainer, commuter, light, medium and heavy-lift
rotorcraft. It integrates navigation, communication and
warning systems which communicate in real time to
improve C2. The system has multi-function display
modes which include radar, graphical flight planner,
geo-referenced hover vector, data link weather and
traffic, displayed on a 1,000nit LCD screen with fully
adjustable brightness. Length: 127mm Height: 101.6mm
Weight: 2kg Operating temperature: -55°C to +75°C

IDU-680

The IDU-680 is Genesys Aerosystems’ 3D synthetic
vision integrated Electronic Flight Instrument System.
The system includes a Highway in the Sky navigation
system, geo-referenced hover vector and graphical flight
management system. The IDU-680 is also capable of
recording the digital flight performance of the previous
five flights, has NVIS-A and NVIS-B night vision gogglecompatibility and is certified with most existing autopilots.
The system is fully digital and designed to enable aircraftindependent installation in both fixed wing and rotorcraft
airframes. In March 2017, MD Helicopters announced
that it had selected the IDU-680 for the avionics upgrade
for its MD 902 Explorer. Length: 152.4mm Height: 203.2
Weight: 4.3kg Operating temperature: -55°C to +75°C

HONEYWELL UK (SKYFORCE)
Observer
The Honeywell Skyforce Observer creates a paperless
cockpit, used primarily by ALE, SAR, and surveillance

and border patrol. The system provides mission-centric
mapping, navigation and sensor integration. The
processor is capable of interfacing with, and being
controlled by, up to seven workstations. The key features
of the Observer, with its multiple databases, intelligent
search engine and search flight plans, include flight
logging and communications links, and post-flight
analysis and re-tasking. The capabilities of the system
also extend to AID data, DF and search radar targets,
SATCOM data and AIS data links, Aerotech ground
station integration and compatibility with multiple
displays, resulting in the delivery of a network-centric
system solution. Applications: SAR, ALE, medevac

Sentinel

The Honeywell Skyforce Sentinel is a multi-function
display system designed for emergency medical,
executive and utility operations. The Sentinel uses a
simple menu structure and clear display, delivering
vectored mapping, raster charts, flight plan overlays,
and traffic and weather information. In addition to basic
functionality, the Sentinel can also deliver AIS data for
those who operate in littoral environments, EO/IR camera
tracking for special role applications and display PAL/
NTSC images, if required. Applications: small, medium
and large helicopters covering private, industrial, public
and military roles Data interfaces: USB/LAN data options
Data storage / recording: 24GB

IAI LAHAV
Glass Cockpit Avionics System
IAI Lahav’s Glass Cockpit Avionics System is designed
to provide flexibility to integrate the required systems
to meet the needs of the specific helicopter mission
requirements. The system has been successfully

In March 2017, the IDU-680 electronic flight instrument system was selected for the MD 902 Explorer avionics upgrade.
(Photo: Avalex Technologies)
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integrated and certified on the Indian Advanced Light
Helicopter (see separate entry). The system’s open
architecture enables new sensors and systems to be
easily integrated, claims the company. The system can be
tailored to all types of helicopters with different cockpit
arrangements and systems. The display element provides
efficient navigation, situation awareness and operation in
day/night conditions for enhanced mission performance
and safety.

INCT

IAI’s Integrated Network Centric Terminal (INCT) is
designed to provide helicopters with the ability to
integrate new applications to meet changing helicopter
mission requirements. The INCT has been successfully
integrated on a number of different aircraft and
helicopters. After the initial integration of the INCT
with its powerful server and computing capabilities,
new applications can be independently integrated on
the platform with short schedules, according to the
company. The integration utilises commercial software
development tools, avoiding sole-source and proprietary
software. The INCT also provides effective mission control
and management with connectivity and real-time
transfer of data for overall situational awareness.

EQUIPMENT

flight auto-calibration. In June 2013, the 10,000th APIRS
system was delivered. Applications: H135, H145, H155,
H225, Dhruv

APM 2000

The current generation of autopilots is the APM 2000
family, fitted on major worldwide platforms. The APM
2000 is based on an integrated digital computer. Safran
offers two-, three- and four-axis autopilot systems
integrating upper and specific modes. The APM 2000
module is certified on each Airbus Helicopters platform,
but also on HAL, Leonardo, Bell and Sikorsky types. Due
to its high security, the APM 2000 could reach the IFR
single-pilot configuration. The APM 2000 has now logged
over 12 million flight hours worldwide. Applications:
Airbus Helicopters, HAL, Leonardo, Bell, Denel, Mitsubishi
and Sikorsky platforms

Helipsys

SmartCopter is a transportable aircraft system, scalable
to meet individual mission requirements. The system
includes electronic flight bag capabilities, flight tracking,
mission data storage, ISR&SAR; enhancements and
offers compatibility with nearly any legacy or new sensor/
camera. The SmartCopter also provides wideband airto-ground voice and data links via LTE, 3G, Iridium and
tactical mil-spec V/UHF radios. Platforms / Installations:
civil and parapublic helicopters

Helipsys is a mission planning and debriefing system
for helicopters, providing cartographic data analysis and
flight data calculations (mass, centring, performance,
autonomy) using flight manual data. The system also
performs trajectory calculations, taking into account all
data from operational theatres, in particular the presence
of identified air defence systems, with intervisibility
zones according to topography. Consideration of
tactical situation data is done via transfer from an
operational information system, and Helipsys reads
out mission planning data, also allowing for software
debriefing and experience feedback. Network operation
enables several helicopters’ missions to be planned
simultaneously and each action is instantaneously
dispatched to every participant. Designed for use in joint
and combined-arms foreign operations, Helipsys can be
used by mounted helicopter forces on aircraft carriers.
Applications: Mission preparation and debriefing system
for helicopters

LEONARDO AIRBORNE & SPACE SYSTEMS

ICDS

JAGID MANAGEMENT
SmartCopter

AMMS
The Aircraft and Mission Management System (AMMS)
comprises two AMMC units (the computer core), two
data transfer units and a control panel. It is designed
to provide processing features to rotary-wing aircraft.
The AMMS controls and monitors sensors and plants
(engines, rotors, fuel and hydraulics), interfaces EFIS/
EICAS, CNI equipment and AFCS, providing pilots with
digital maps, navigation and health data in a reliable,
high-performance environment, says the company.
Power: 115V AC @ 400Hz; 180W Weight: 15.2kg Data
interfaces: ARINC 429/739; MIL-STD-1553b; Ethernet
Video formats: STANAG 3350 RGB

SAFRAN ELECTRONICS & DEFENSE
APIRS
The Aircraft Piloting Inertial Reference Sensors (APIRS)
system is an attitude and heading reference unit
designed for all new-generation fixed- and rotary-wing
aircraft, as well as modernisation programmes. The APIRS
system calls on ‘state-of-the-art’ technologies, such as
fibre-optic gyros and MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical)
accelerometers. The APIRS is designed to provide high
reliability even in harsh operating environments, and inCIVIL AND PARAPUBLIC HELICOPTER HANDBOOK ISSUE 16

The Integrated Cockpit Display System (ICDS) is a fully
sunlight-readable, colour active matrix LCD flat-panel
display with optional embedded night vision imaging
system. Associated with various other devices, it can offer
multiple onboard functions. The system’s computer
processor is capable of updating all flight dynamics,
engine performance, navigation information and
communication data in real time. A two-display suite
provides full panel instrumentation. Fitted with an MFD
showing flight parameters, the system is flexible and can
display video or images from an onboard sensor. The
screens are ITAR-free and TSO-certified. The moving map
display offers pilots further navigation data, geographical
maps with mission-related overlays, and terrain elevation
etc. Weather data may be uploaded to the ICDS; aviation
weather products include NEXRAD, METAR, TAF, AIRMET,
SIGMET, CATMET, NOTAM, Winds Aloft, Significant
Weather graphical and text reports. Reports are obtained
on a request/reply basis. In the US, ICDS screens equip
the LA Police Department’s helicopters as part of a
modernisation programme. Applications: H120, AS350,
Bell 206, Bell 407, S-64, R44 Power: 50W, 14-28V Display:
Multi-function digital display system available in three
different sizes, 264, 213 and 163mm Tracking: Requires
GPS receiver but no transponder, only available when the
corresponding ground-based infrastructure is in place; this
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function gives the aircraft or helicopter crew information
with TCAS and TAWS via ARINC 708 or video inputs
Operating temperature: -20°C to +70°C (storage temp:
-40°C to +80°C) Operating platforms: AS350 MIL Standards:
TSO C113, TSO C44B, RTCA DO-178B, AS-8034, DO160D

MFDAU

The Miscellaneous Flight Data Acquisition Unit (MFDAU)
is the last interface with the flight data recorder (Black
Box) which records mandatory parameters. These large
numbers of mandatory digital and analogue parameters
representative of the flight are routed with a very high
security level by MFDAU according to the airframe
manufacturer’s specifications (data frame rate 64 or 128
words/sec) and interface with a data transfer unit. It uses
a data frame dedicated to maintenance purposes. This
frame is analysed in real time or after landing, allowing
for the anticipation of potential failures and performance
of preventive maintenance operations. Associated with
the HUMS, this gives a better understanding of the way
aircraft are used. Applications: H135, H145 and H155
Length: 307mm Width: 183mm Height: 38mm Power:
28V DC/28W Weight: 2kg

THOMMEN AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
Aertimer
The Thommen Aertimer cockpit display provides up-todate time references for the avionics system. The clock
installs into a 2in air transport indicator. The system
features UTC, flight time and elapsed time, and provides
GPS synchronisation accuracy. Display: high-contrast full
colour, NVIS Green or NVIS Red

Air Data Computer AC32

The Thommen Air Data Computer AC32 is a digital
system with integrated vibrating cylinder pressure
sensors that give a high degree of accuracy and stability
for pitot and static ports, according to the company.
The system is RVSM-compliant and provides up to two
16 SSEC curves. An ICAO-encoded altitude output is
available as an option. The AD32 can be configured
for different applications and supplies data to nextgeneration equipment. The Air Data Computer exceeds
FAA TSO accuracy requirements, says the company.
Length: 187mm Width: 81mm Height: 83mm Power:
28VDC; 7W consumption Weight: 910g Data interfaces:
ARINC 429 Operating temperature: -55°C to 70°C

Air Data Display AD32

The Thommen Air Data Display AD32 measures
barometric altitude, airspeed and temperature in the
atmosphere. It has integrated solid-state pressure
sensors for static and pitot pressure. The system is RVSM
compliant and provides up to two 16 SSEC curves. An
ICAO-encoded altitude output is available as an option.
The AD32 can be configured for different applications
and supplies data to next-generation equipment,
integrating safely into existing aircraft avionics systems.
Vibration sensors ensure reliability and its modular
configuration and RS232 maintenance interface make
the AD32 easy to maintain, according to the company.
The Air Data Display exceeds FAA TSO accuracy
requirements. Length: 226.5mm Width: 82.8mm Height:
80.4mm Power: 28VDC; 8W consumption Weight: 1.25kg
Operating temperature: -20°C to 70°C Data interfaces:
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RS232; ARINC 429 serial data bus 2 receive channels
Display: high-contrast LCD, digital format

Stratotimer

The Thommen Stratotimer is a multi-function
chronograph for aeronautical applications. It displays
UTC time, flight time and elapsed time and a single
push-to-set knob sets the desired time and date. The
Stratotimer features an alarm, mode status, flight timer
mode, master status and start/stop/reset functions for
flight and elapsed times. The clock installs into a 3in air
transport indicator and provides GPS synchronisation.
Data interfaces: ARINC 429 Display: full colour, NVIS
Green or NVIS Red

TRAKKA SYSTEMS
TM-100
Trakka Systems introduced the new TrakkaMaps TM-100
map and video management system at HAI Heli-Expo
2017 in Dallas. The augmented reality mapping system
with metadata video and audio recording capability
enhances Trakka’s camera systems. Markers or pins can
be dropped and saved anywhere on the map, and the
mapping system provides each pin’s position, altitude
and distance information. The TM-100 can slew the
camera system to any point on the map, via pin touch,
address, intersection, city, points of interest or coordinate
entries. The map can centre on the aircraft icon, the
camera footprint or a pin and orient towards the aircraft’s
heading, the camera’s footprint or north. The cameras’
FOV polygons are painted, and aircraft breadcrumbs are
dropped on the map to document where the camera
has searched and where the aircraft has flown. Speed
modes are available to estimate ground track speeds, and
mission recording is provided via metadata streamed over
an Ethernet connection to the camera system.

UNIVERSAL AVIONICS SYSTEMS
InSight Integrated Flight Deck
InSight features embedded synthetic vision with
advanced mapping capability, electronic charts, radio
control and broadcast weather. With fewer required
external line replaceable units for essential functions
than traditional avionics systems, the InSight Integrated
Flight Deck provides less avionics weight and wiring
for the aircraft. InSight retains the ability to interface
with a large number of federated components such as
attitude/heading sensors, air data computers, radars,
traffic systems, radios and autopilots. The first installation
of InSight was on Universal Avionics’ Cessna Citation VII.
MD Helicopters is the launch OEM customer with the
InSight Integrated Flight Deck available for production
and retrofit MD Explorer helicopters. Specifically tailored
for the low-altitude operations of rotorcraft, this new flight
deck features large-format high-resolution LCD displays
with LED backlighting. It is configurable in a two-display
‘L’ panel or three-display ‘T’ panel layout. A collectivemounted cursor slew switch allows for ‘point and click’
display control. For MD Explorer helicopters, the Primary
Flight Display replaces the original factory electronic
attitude direction indicator and the electronic horizontal
situation indicator, providing all primary flight parameters,
engine and rotor data directly in front of the pilot and
providing an egocentric view through the Synthetic Vision
System. Hardware: EFI-1040, ECDU, ANK, DCU II.
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SENSOR PAYLOADS
This section covers sensor payloads commonly fitted to helicopters used in the law
enforcement, SAR and fire-fighting roles.
The items listed are examples from each manufacturer’s product range. Further details
about these products can be obtained by contacting them directly using the details found
in the Suppliers Guide. Entries are listed alphabetically by company.
If your company produces equipment that you think should be listed, please contact
Ben Brook at ben.b@shephardmedia.com to ensure that it appears in new Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: The L-3 Wescam MX-10, pictured here on a New York Police Department Bell 412, is a multi-sensor, multi-spectral imaging
system suitable for low-altitude tactical surveillance and SAR missions. (Photo: Shephard picture library)
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remote control, searchlight, radar, microwave/data link IR/
TI Camera resolution: 3-5µm staring array Day channel:
5MP colour HD daylight camera Components: up to six
sensors, four-FOV thermal imager, daylight continuous
zoom TV, low-light continuous zoom TV, laser rangefinder,
laser illuminator (narrow or wide) Video interfaces: SMPTE
292M, NTSC/PAL Turret height: 35.5cm Zoom - electronic:
2x, 4x

MX-15Di

The MX-15Di is an extreme multi-sensor, multispectral
targeting system suitable for medium-altitude covert ISR;
armed reconnaissance; CSAR; and target designation. Up
to ten sensors can be fitted: four-FOV thermal imager,
daylight continuous zoom TV, low-light continuous
zoom TV, laser designator/rangefinder, laser illuminator,
daylight spotter TV with triple-channel spotter lens,
low-light spotter TV, SWIR spotter TV, laser spot tracker.
Features: weight-optimised, interface flexibility, digital
cameras, IMU-Inside technology, MX-GEO Gen 3 software
suite for precision tracking. Applications: covert ISR;
armed reconnaissance; CSAR; and target designation
Stabilisation: <5µrad stabilisation Daylight camera type:
daylight continuous zoom TV, low-light continuous
zoom TV Payload weight: weight-optimised Thermal
imager type and wavelength: 4-FOV thermal imager
Components: 10-sensor payload capability

MX-15HDi

The MX-15HDi is a true HD multi-sensor, multispectral
imaging system suitable for medium-altitude covert
ISR, armed reconnaissance and SAR missions. Up to six
sensors can be fitted: four-FOV thermal imager, daylight
continuous zoom TV (one- or three-CCD offerings
available), daylight spotter TV (with dual-channel spotter
lens option), low-light spotter TV, laser rangefinder, laser
illuminator. Features: HD IR; 1,500mm dual-channel
spotter; image blending; 1080p HD EO imaging
resolution; enhanced local area processing; IMU-Inside
technology; MX-GEO Gen 3 software suite. Applications:
covert ISR; armed reconnaissance; and SAR missions
Components: up to 6 sensors Resolution: 1080p HD EO

MX-15i

The MX-15i is an extreme multi-sensor, multispectral
imaging system designed for medium-altitude covert
ISR; armed reconnaissance; and SAR missions. Up to
six sensors can be fitted: four-FOV thermal imager,
daylight continuous zoom TV (one- or three-CCD
offerings available), daylight spotter TV with dual-channel
spotter lens, low-light spotter TV, laser rangefinder, laser
illuminator. Features: local area processing, IMU-inside
technology, integrated MCU, MX-GEO Gen 3 software
suite for precision tracking. Applications: covert ISR;
armed reconnaissance; and SAR missions Components:
up to 6 sensors

MX-20D

The MX-20D is a long-range multi-sensor, multispectral imaging system, suitable for high-altitude,
covert intelligence, SAR, armed reconnaissance CSAR
and target designation. It supports up to six sensors,
including those of the MX-20 (see separate entry): TI,
daylight continuous zoom TV (two 2MP colour HD sensor
types available), daylight spotter TV (with dual-channel
spotter lens option), low-light spotter TV, LRF and laser
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illuminator. Additionally, the MX-20D offers a laser target
designator and laser spot tracker, compatible with US
and NATO laser guided munitions. Enhanced local area
processing enables real-time image enhancement
for EO day/night and IR, for increased stand-off range,
feature detection/recognition and haze penetration.
The five-axis stabilised system has the MX-GEO Gen III
software suite and an embedded IMU which auto-aligns
to the aircraft, providing target location accuracy. The MX20D includes the common operator interfaces and LRUs
of the MX-series, offering simplified interchangeability,
says the company. On 20 June 2017, L3 Technologies
announced that the company has delivered its 4,000th
MX-Series EO/IR imaging turret since the initial launch of
the product line in 1997. The milestone delivery of L3’s
MX-20D to an undisclosed government customer was
to aid close air support missions from long-endurance
fixed-wing aircraft. Applications: high-altitude, longrange and persistent surveillance, covert ISR, armed
reconnaissance, CSAR and target designation Length:
42.4cm (dia) Width: 19.1cm Height: 30.8cm Power:
320W (avg); 1,000W (max) Weight: 9kg Stabilisation:
5-axis gimbal with internal IMU Turret weight: <95.3kg (all
sensors) MIL standard codes: MIL-STD-461, MIL-STD-810
Laser designator: Diode-pumped Nd:Yag, Class 4,
1064nm/1570nm selectable; 1064nm laser spot tracker
Daylight camera type: 2MP daylight continuous zoom
colour HD, 1080p or 720p Laser rangefinder accuracy:
+/-2m IR sensor type and wavelength: 1280x1024 3-5μm
staring array HD IR, 720p or 1080p Components: up to 6
sensors Thermal imager type and wavelength: 640x512
3-5μm staring array TI, 720p or 1080p Options: 3 laser
illuminator divergence options Laser rangefinder max
range: 20km Data interfaces: All standard MX-Series
C2, moving map, searchlight & radar interfaces; MILSTD-1553B, ARINC 429, RS-232/422, Ethernet Turret
dimensions: 53.3 (dia) x 66.7cm (H) Sensor configurations:
2MP colour HD or mono HD daylight spotter, 720p or
1080p; low-light charge-multiplying CCD spotter, 4501,000nm selectable, 720p or 1080p; SWIR spotter Laser
illuminator - power: Diode, Class 4, 860nm

MX-20HD

The MX-20HD is a long-range multi-sensor, multispectral
imaging system suitable for high-altitude long-range
maritime patrol and persistent surveillance. Up to seven
sensors can be fitted: thermal imager, daylight continuous
zoom TV (two 2MP colour HD sensor types available),
daylight spotter TV (with dual-channel spotter lens option),
low-light spotter TV, laser rangefinder, laser illuminator.
HD IR, navigation-grade IMU. Features: 1080p HD EO
imaging resolution, enhanced local area processing,
MX-GEO Gen 3 software suite. Applications: high-altitude
long-range maritime patrol and persistent surveillance
Length: 42.4cm (dia) Width: 19.1cm Height: 30.8cm
Power: 320W (avg); 1,000W (max) Stabilisation: 5-axis
gimbal with internal IMU Components: up to 7 sensors
Laser rangefinder: Erbium glass (ANSI Class I), eyesafe
Resolution: 640x512 (thermal imager); 1280x1024 (IR) MIL
standard codes: MIL-STD-704E; MIL-STD-461; MIL-STD-810
Options: 3 laser illuminator divergence options Daylight
camera type: 1080p, 2MP colour HD IR sensor type and
wavelength: 3-5μm staring array Thermal imager type and
wavelength: 3-5μm staring array Laser rangefinder max
range: 30km Payload weight: <9.1kg Turret dimensions:
53.3(dia)x66.7cm(H) Turret weight: <90.7kg (all sensors)
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LEONARDO LAND & NAVAL
DEFENCE ELECTRONICS
EOST-46
The EOST-46 is a multi-sensor turret system based on a
modular payload, containing up to four sensors. It uses
the proprietary ERICA Plus thermal imager, operating in
the medium wavelength spectrum (3-5µm), based on
the Leonardo FPA Hawk detector. For day operations,
including low-light conditions, EOST-46 uses a 20x
zoom TV colour and B&W; camera for target acquisition.
A colour and B&W; high-magnification, long-range TV
camera spotter is available for target identification at
longer distances. As an alternative, a laser rangefinder
can be installed. An NVG-compatible laser illuminator
is also available which, in cooperation with TVCC or TV
spotter, provides low-light search capability. Applications:
ISR, targeting, SAR, coast guard, ALE, maritime patrol
Height: 54cm Power: 150W (typical); 400W (max) at
28VDC Diameter: 35cm Stabilisation: 4-axis gyrostablisation Data interfaces: Serial link RS422, RS232,
ARINC 429, 1553 optional IR sensor: Erica Plus thermal
imager, operating in the medium wavelength spectrum
(3-5µ) IR sensor type and wavelength: 3-5µm; 640x512
array format Thermal imager type: medium wavelength
spectrum, 3-5µm Zoom - optical: 20x Laser rangefinder:
optional Turret weight: 29kg Field of regard azimuth: 360°
continuous Components: thermal imager, TV colour and
B&W camera, camera spotter, laser illuminator Electronic
zoom: 12x Platforms: fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, UAVs
Video interfaces: 3x ITU472-3 (PAL), XGA optional Daylight
camera type: colour CCD 1/4in size progressive scan Field
of regard elevation: +40°/-120°

EOST-380HD

The EOST-380HD is the latest optronics surveillance and
targeting system designed by Leonardo for demanding
airborne surveillance environments. The system is a
single LRU 15in four-axis gyro-stabilised turret that
integrates sensors in multiple configurations, IMU/GPS
and electronics for control and processing. The EOST380HD is based on a modular payload, containing
up to six optronics sensors, and is available in two
configurations surveillance or targeting. It is based on a
proprietary thermal imager, operating in the medium
wavelength IR band, and has standard definition or
optional HD detectors.

Titan 385ES-HD

The Titan 385ES-HD is an airborne multi-sensor turret
system which offers high-resolution night vision capability
in the medium-wave IR wavebands. A number of IR optic
configurations are available dependent on the operational
application. The MWIR camera is supplemented as
standard with an uncooled LWIR camera for instant
availability, as well as a solid-state low-light-level TV
camera. Optional sensor configurations include an eye-safe
laser rangefinder, colour/low-light monochrome spotter
scope and laser illuminator/pointer. The Titan 385ES-HD
incorporates an embedded video auto-tracker capable of
operating on any of the imaging sensor channels. Graphics
processing and aircraft interfaces are integrated into the
single LRU design. Applications: fixed- and rotary-wing
ISTAR Power: 28V DC nominal 340W typical Stabilisation:
25µrad (RMS); 3-axis gyro-stabilised gimbal Data interfaces:
MIL-STD-1553B, RS422, ARINC 429 Daylight camera type:
monochrome or colour CCD TV, 800 TV lines resolution,
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20:1 optical zoom IR sensor type and wavelength: thirdgeneration staring FPA, 640x512 or 1024x768 (HD variant)
3-5µm, wide FOV 36°, narrow FOV 1.8° plus electronic
magnification Field of regard azimuth: 360° continuous
Laser rangefinder max range: 80m to 20,000m Laser
rangefinder accuracy: +/-5m Laser pointer: 810-850nM Field
of regard elevation: 360° continuous Turret weight: 45kg
total (system controller +3kg) Mounts: upright or pendulous
Laser rangefinder: 1.54µm, eyesafe Options: autotracker,
radar slaving, laser illuminators, digital VCRs, data links,
control units, NVG filters

VigilX

The VigilX system provides enhanced situation awareness
by the real-time stitching of multiple IR and visible E/O
sensors, delivering a panoramic ‘through-the-hull’ vision,
says the company. VigilX allows operations in day, night, all
weather and zero light conditions, increasing the aircraft
flight precision for low-level flight, troop or logistic insertion,
extraction, air drop and SAR operations. VigilX is compatible
with a variety of displays including HMDs for eyes-out
pilotage and conventional HDDs for crew and support
personnel. Alternatively, a centreline patch may be displayed
via a suitable HUD. VigilX is a scalable, modular system that
can be readily configured to meet the individual needs
of specific rotary- and fixed- wing platforms as well as
unmanned air systems. A typical VigilX system consists of
six lightweight, uncooled IR cameras mounted in a sensorhead on the nose of the aircraft. The high-resolution infrared
cameras provide imaging during day or night over a wide
FOV, covering the forward arc of the aircraft. Power: <250W
MIL standard codes: MIL-STD 1553B Turret weight: <20kg
Resolution: compatible with 2048x2048px high-resolution
cameras Options: sensor configurations may provide dualband (visible and IR) capability with image fusion Video
interfaces: analogue or digital DVI

LOCKHEED MARTIN
MISSILES AND FIRE CONTROL
Gyrocam 9 Series
The Gyrocam 9 Series provides all the functionality of
a larger unit in one third the volume and at half the
weight. The Gyrocam 9 Series is available in midwave cooled (9M) or long-wave uncooled (9L) thermal
imaging configurations. Optional capabilities include
HD colour, laser pointing, geolocation and an eye-safe
laser rangefinder capable of ranging up to 20km from
the observer. Rapid interfacing is readily available with
other sensor systems, including remote weapons, moving
maps and DVR. Stabilisation: 2-axis gyro-stabilisation Laser
rangefinder max range: 45m to 2.5km; 50m to 6.5km;
50m to 20km Daylight camera type: CMOS colour (HD
optional) Laser pointer: 852nM IR (optional); Class 3b
(ANSI Z136.1-2000) Laser illuminator - power: 150mW
Field of regard azimuth: 360° continuous Options: remote
viewing capabilities; geolocation; auto-tracking; scene
lock; colour options include black, grey, tan or white Laser
rangefinder accuracy: +/-5m Field of regard elevation:
+/-90° Laser rangefinder: 1,550nM or 1,535nM (Class 1;
eyesafe) Thermal imager type and wavelength: 8-12µm,
long-wave uncooled (9L); 3-5µm, mid-wave cooled (9M)

Gyrocam 15DS

The Gyrocam 15DS 38cm (15in) Dual Sensor (DS)
integrates an MW-cooled thermal imager and high71
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resolution, three-chip CCD colour camera into a
gyro-stabilised system. Along with day/night mission
capability, the DS offers 360°, 20:1 continuous zoom
functionality and four-axis gyro-stabilisation for high
image clarity and a stable platform to satisfy all mission
requirements, according to the company. The Gyrocam
15DS rapidly interfaces with other sensor systems,
including remote weapons, moving maps and DVR.
Options include remote viewing capabilities, geolocation,
auto-tracking and scene lock. Applications: day/night
mission capability Stabilisation: 4-axis gyro-stabilisation
MIL standard codes: MIL-STD-704D; MIL-STD-810F
Thermal imager type and wavelength: 640x512; 3-5µm,
mid-wave cooled Daylight camera type: 3-chip colour
camera CCD-TV Laser rangefinder max range: 2.5km,
6.5km or 20km Laser pointer: Class IIIb; 830nM Field
of regard azimuth: 360° continuous Options: remote
viewing capabilities; geolocation; auto-tracking; scene
lock; available colours include black, grey, tan or white
Laser rangefinder accuracy: +/-5m Field of regard
elevation: +/-85° Laser rangefinder: 1,550nM or 1,535nM
(Class 1; eye-safe)

Gyrocam 15HDIR

The 38cm (15in) Gyrocam 15HDIR (High Definition
IR) sensor is designed as a multi-mission surveillance
system that allows law enforcement and military
personnel to perform long-distance aerial surveillance
by integrating a high-resolution, HD, three-chip colour
CCD camera and continuous zoom, midwave cooled TI
capabilities. This four-axis, gyro-stabilised hybrid system
produces a straight HD signal and an NTSC system
signal. The Gyrocam 15HDIR can convert an HDTV
signal to NTSC or PAL. Using an RS232/422 interface,
the Gyrocam 15HDIR integrates with other sensor
systems, remote weapons, DVR, moving maps, user
GUIs, radar and navigational units. It also has land and
maritime applications. Applications: ISR Stabilisation:
4-axis, gyro-stabilised Day channel: high-resolution,
HD, 3-chip colour CCD camera Thermal imager type:
continuous zoom, mid-wave cooled thermal imaging
Data interfaces: RS232/RS422 Components: camera,
thermal imager

Gyrocam 15TS

The 38cm (15in) Gyrocam 15TS (Triple Sensor) integrates
four-axis gyro-stabilisation, advanced mid-wave cooled
thermal imaging, a three-chip colour CCD camera and
next-generation NV capabilities into one system. This
configuration incorporates an auto-gated night vision
camera: Gen IV intensifier (2000ma/lumen sensitivity).
Options include remote viewing capabilities, geolocation,
auto-tracking and scene lock. With more than 1,100
systems deployed internationally and with the US military
in various operations, the Gyrocam 15TS has a proven
track record in demanding environments, in bright light,
low-light or no-light conditions. Applications: ISR and
targeting Laser rangefinder max range: 2.5km, 6.5km
or 20km Day channel: 3-chip colour camera CCD-TV
Certifications/MIL Standards: MIL-STD-704D; MIL-STD-810F
Field of regard azimuth: 360° continuous Laser pointer:
Class IIIb; 830nM Thermal imager type: 640x512; 3-5µm,
mid-wave cooled Laser rangefinder accuracy: +/-5m Field
of regard elevation: +/-85° Laser rangefinder: 1,550nM or
1,535nM (Class 1; eyesafe)
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The SWE-300 HDIR can be equipped with an IMU/INS and
laser rangefinder option. (Photo: Trakka Systems)

TRAKKA SYSTEMS
TC-300
The TC-300 is a multi-sensor surveillance system in a
single-LRU configuration. The payload suite comprises
six sensor channels, namely a MWIR thermal imager
and colour HDTV – both with continuous zoom – an LRF,
laser pointer and laser illuminator. The TC-300 includes
an integrated IMU/GPS that provides geolocation and
moving map integration. KLV metadata – via gigabyte
Ethernet – interfaces to Trakka Systems’ augmented reality
moving map and video management system as well as to
third-party mapping systems. On-screen graphics display
aircraft and target position, range, heading, speed and
altitude. The HD video engine includes automatic target
tracking, scene hold, image blending and haze reduction.
The EO/IR sensors process images to provide visibility in
conditions of fog, haze, low light and complete darkness.
The TC-300 is a non-ITAR exportable system. Applications:
ALE, SAR, ISR on helicopter, fixed-wing and UAV platforms
Width: 300mm (dia) Power: 85W (steady state), 26-36V
Stabilisation: digital 4-axis gyro-stabilisation Field of
regard elevation: +20/-120° Data interfaces: RS-232, RS422 Electronic zoom: continuous Resolution: 640x512,
720p (TI); 1,080p (CCD) Laser pointer: Class IIIb, 860nm,
470mW FOV - narrow: 1.28° (TI); 0.86° (CCD) FOV - wide:
30° (TI); 32.6° (CCD) Laser rangefinder max range: 20km
Daylight camera type: CCD HD Field of regard azimuth:
continuous Turret weight: <19kg Video interfaces: SMPTE
HD, H.264 over Ethernet Laser rangefinder: 1,535nm, eyesafe Thermal imager type and wavelength: MCT or InSb;
3-5μm MWIR

SWE-200 LE

The Trakka Systems TrakkaCam SWE-200 LE surveillance
camera is a compact and lightweight dual-LRU multisensor surveillance system offering day and night mission
capabilities. With a diameter of only 200mm, the SWE200 LE provides a digital four-axis gyro-stabilised platform
designed for installation on small aircraft, rotorcraft,
UAVs and land vehicles where size, weight and cost are
challenging factors. The SWE-200 LE can accommodate
various payload options, including uncooled & cooled
thermal imagers, HD TV cameras as well as a laser
rangefinder. Video target tracking, geo-location, and
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This section covers communications equipment, such as antennas and radios, for
helicopters employed in the civil and parapublic sectors.
The items listed are examples from each manufacturer’s product range. Further details
about these products can be obtained by contacting them directly. Entries are listed
alphabetically by company.
If your company produces equipment that you think should be listed, please contact
Ben Brook at ben.b@shephardmedia.com to ensure that it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: A Rockwell Collins cockpit display system and integrated avionics suite sits aboard the Leonardo AW169.
(Photo: Shephard picture library)
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AERODATA
AeroPhone+
The AeroPhone+ satellite communications system
provides worldwide accessible voice and data
communication, covering remote areas such as polar
and oceanic regions. AeroPhone+ is composed of
a satellite transceiver unit – with a processing unit
and RF module – a cockpit dial panel and Iridium
antenna. The system supports the use of one standard
aviation handset and provides data link capabilities
for AeroNav navigation and mission management
system. AeroPhone+ can transmit position reports
and text messages and is a dual-channel system that
utilises the Iridium network. For fleet management,
AeroPhone+ can be used to send automatic or manual
position reports. For this purpose, the short-burst data
service of the Iridium network is used. This service can
also be used to exchange any other reports or text
messages between a ground centre and the aircraft.
The system has dual interfaces to FMS, CMU and MCDU
for logistics and ACARS services, and has a tracking
option and integrated GPS. Applications: voice and
data communication, tracking and fleet management
Weight: 1.6kg (STUI single channel), 2.3kg (STUI dual
channel), 0.4kg (CDP), 0.2kg (antenna) Certifications:
EASA ETSO-2C514; RTCA DO-160F/DO-178B/RTCA/DO254 Data interfaces: Bluetooth, WLAN, RS-232 Frequency
coverage: 1616-1626.5MHz, L-band Power consumption:
<1A at 28V (single channel); <2A at 28V (dual channel)
Operating temperature range: -20/+65°C (STUI and CDP),
-55/+85°C (antenna)

ANODYNE ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURING CORP
RTS01
The Remote Transmit Selector (RTS) allows the operator
to change the TX Select function on the audio panel to
the radio that they need to use without having to let go
of the flight controls. Use of an existing or added ‘toggle
switch’ on one of the flight controls is all that is needed
to utilise the RTS functions once the operator has set
the audio panel for RTS. To change TX selections, the
operator toggles the control-mounted RTS selector
switch up or down until the desired RTS01 transceiver
legend is illuminated. The RTS01 also provides RX
activity indicators that illuminate to show the crew
which radio(s) are actively receiving communications,
and functions regardless of whether or not the operator
has that particular radio audio input selected ‘on’ at
the audio panel. Installation is designed to be simple
so there is little to no impact on the existing wiring.
The low profile and shallow depth of the RTS01 allow it
to be mounted almost anywhere. Another ‘installation
helper’ is the use of ‘snap-in’ legends on the RTS01.
Height: 190mm

AWARE360
Redstone M2M
Aware360’s single Redstone M2M (machine-to-machine)
platform can integrate radio, mobile, wireless and
satellite communications (multi-mode) to deliver realtime monitoring of critical events for assets that are
either mobile or remotely deployed. It can communicate
vehicle location and events, and advise the user when
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non-compliant on important safety procedures such
as speed and seatbelt usage. In locations where
communications are inconsistent, the platform can
function as a repeater to support RF man-down devices.

AXNES AVIATION
PNG Wireless System
PNG is a wireless ICS extension for use in and outside
rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft that integrates with any
vendors’ existing ICS, according to the company. It
provides both full duplex and secure communication
and has a robust range. Patented noise reduction
capabilities ensure robust communication under any
conditions. The PNG system consists of a base station,
a control panel and a number of transceivers. It is NVG
class B-compliant. MP50 PNG transceiver includes
GPS; outside crew position data is transferred to the
aircraft. A maritime AIS-SART is incorporated within the
MP50. Both position reporting and activation of the
beacon may be done by the remote crew if in distress,
or remotely from the aircraft. The ruggedised device is
waterproof to IP68. The outside crew may also remotely
access other radio resources such as Tetra, tactical or
SATCOM on a separate PTT. Axnes offers two different
charger types – CH50 table charger for off-aircraft use
and CH55 for airborne use. CP50 PNG control panel is
designed to a Dzus 146m technical format, and can
be installed on a flight deck/cabin/mission station.
BST50 PNG base station is installed in the aircraft, and
connected to the aircraft wired ICS. Features include
analogue and digital audio interfaces, capability to
deliver PTT signal to radios installed in the aircraft, an
external configuration memory module, dual antenna,
various serial Interfaces (ARINC429, RS232, Ethernet,
CAN), full-duplex, 390-470MHz (custom specified)
and channel separation 12,5/25/50KHz (selectable).
Applications: CSAR, medevac, special mission operations

BECKER AVIONICS
AR6201/AR6203
The AR6201 VHF-AM transceiver is smaller and lighter
than its forerunner (the AR4201) due to implementation
of the latest digital signal processing technology. It is
mountable in the 5.26cm standard instrument panel
recess and is equipped with an efficient AM transmitter
and a sensitive receiver. A graphic LCD allows readability
under all light conditions, including full sun. Pushbutton and display illumination can be dimmed. The
transceivers are ready for 8.33kHz spacing that will
become the new international standard for airborne
communication. Switching between 8.33 and 25kHz
mode is simple. Standard or dynamic microphones can
be used, plus a VOX-controlled intercom function. A
built-in test facility increases flight safety. SCAN mode
allows observation of the pre-selected channel by
normal communication on the active channel. Width:
57mm (AR6201); 160mm (AR6203) Power output: 6W

DVCS 6100

The Digital Voice Communication System (DVCS) 6100
is claimed to be the first fully ETSO- and TSO-certified
airborne digital audio selector and intercom system.
Designed for both fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft, it
delivers clear voice quality, a proven man-machine
interface and flexibility through its fully configurable
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platform. The scalability of this system is capable of
handling any size project, according to the company.
The DVCS 6100 is composed of one remote electrical
unit (REU6100) and up to six audio control units
(ACU6100), with an optional intercom amplifier for up to
12 passengers. The system is NVIS green B-compatible
and has up to eight transceivers/receivers/warning
tones. It includes slaved and emergency safety modes.
Length: 195mm (REU); 92mm (ACU) Width: 334mm
(REU); 146mm (ACU) Height: 57mm (REU); 76mm (ACU)
Weight: 2.8kg (REU); 0.8kg (ACU) Operating temperature
range: -40/+70°C Certifications: DO-160E; DO-178B; EASA
210.443 Power consumption: 27.5VDC, 1.5A Frequency
coverage: 300-6,000Hz (radios/intercom); 800-4,800Hz
(warnings)

RT6512-(XXX) Remote VHF Transceiver

The remote-controlled VHF-AM transceiver is a halfduplex voice communication system in the standard
avionics VHF frequency range or optional extended
frequency range. It uses standard amplitude modulation
(A3E). The VHF-AM transceiver is primarily intended for
aeronautical operational control and air traffic services
safety communications. The RT6512 provides frequency
and mode control, either by means of the Becker
Avionics RCU6512 (certification pending), the RMU5000
controller using the RS422 communication port, or by
means of any OEM product using the standard ARINC
429 communication bus. With transmission power
at least 16W under all environmental conditions, the
RT6512 is able to support simultaneous communication
over a range exceeding 200nm, within the frequency
range. Length: 292mm Height: 71.9mm Frequency
coverage: 136.9MHz with 8.3kHz channel spacing
(standard); up to 155.9MHz (extended) Certifications:
EASA.210.10060121 Power consumption: 20W
Operating temperature range: -40/+70°C

BECKER AVIONICS USA
BXT6513-(XXX) ADS-B Transponder
The Becker Prime Line 6500-series ADS-B transponder
is the latest CNS product design from Becker
Avionics. The system is designed for fixed- and rotarywing applications and can connect to an ARINC
718-compatible control head. Provided with ARINC
429 interfaces, the BTX 6500 series and be part of an
integrated avionics system. Additionally, the system can
connect to ARINC 718-compatible control heads. The
BTX6513 can be controlled by a glass cockpit, control
unit, dedicated integrated radio tuning units or a flight
management system. Length: 319mm Width: 172.5mm
Height: 52.4mm Weight: 1.6kg Data interfaces: ARINC
429 Certifications: ETSO C112d and ETSO C166b Power
consumption: 250W

BROADCAST MICROWAVE SERVICES
BMA-O Series
The BMA-O series includes omni-directional microwave
antennas for data links. Antenna gain: 2, 6, 9, 11dBi
Frequency coverage: L-, S-, C-bands; 4-20% bandwidth

HD Handheld Downlink Receiver

The BMS portable, handheld, HD touchscreen video
downlink receiver presents, records and streams live
video. The rugged, lightweight, handheld Carry-Viewer
CIVIL AND PARAPUBLIC HELICOPTER HANDBOOK ISSUE 16

The AR6201 is equipped with an efficient AM transmitter
and a sensitive receiver. (Photo: Becker Avionics)

4 (CV4) is an auto-sensing two-way diversity COFDM
microwave receiver with built-in touchscreen HD display.
The CV4 securely receives, records and outputs live H.264
or MPEG2 video with meta-data from aircraft, UAV or
wireless camera transmitting a COFDM signal. Video
record and playback are standard and controlled via
the touchscreen. The CV4 also provides video output via
HDMI or IP streaming. The system supports secure AES
128/265 decryption. Applications: SAR, fire, SWAT, crowd
control, emergency management Weight: <1.8kg Range:
up to 8km coverage Frequency coverage: 1.7-6.55GHz in
bands Power consumption: 2.5h constant battery life

Long-range Video and Data Downlinks

BMS airborne and ground-based equipment enables
long-range, real-time HD video and broadband data
links. Products include cockpit control panels, airborne
antennas, real-time encoders, compact high-power
transmitters from 1.5GHz to 7GHz, ground-based
tracking antennas and ground-based diversity receive
systems. Range: >160km Antenna gain: fixed panel and
tracking systems up to 38dBi Frequency coverage: 1.57GHz in bands Power consumption: 28-32V DC; 85W

MRC Diversity COFDM Receiver Systems

BMS supplies two-, four-, six- and eight-way maximal
ratio combining (MRC) diversity receivers for COFDM
digital microwave reception. BMS systems are designed
for simple set up and operation, network-friendly remote
IP based control, and are compatible with a variety of
antenna systems.

TAA-101

The TAA-101 skid-mounted antenna actuator deploys
omni-directional antennas below aircraft for 360°
azimuth coverage. Models are available for all aircraft.
The unit comes standard with breakaway release
mechanisms to assure safety, attached by a safety wire.
This system can be equipped with a BMT75/85 Series
transmitter or digital when equipped with a HeliCoder II system. Applications: aerial surveillance and
pursuits, disaster surveys, traffic reports Length: 22.9cm
Width: 10.2cm Height: 7.6cm Weight: 2.3kg Operating
temperature range: -20/+55°C Mounts: strut mount;
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cross-tube mount – mounting pins are left or right side
depending on helicopter type Power consumption: 28V
DC at 1A

COBHAM AEROSPACE COMMUNICATIONS
AA95
The AA95-series multi-user audio controller is usercustomisable, with control for up to six transceivers
with an individual volume control. Features: support
for five navaids; separate RX and ICS volume controls;
direct audio input; ICS supports pilot, co-pilot and four
passengers; three ICS modes – LIVE, KEYED, VOX; single
VOX-level adjustments; high power output; optional tone
alert generators; ICS tie line for multi-control operation;
low or high impedance; optional NVG; and Dzus mount.
Length: 18.4cm Width: 12.7cm Height: 47.5mm Weight:
0.91kg Certifications: UK CAA- and Home Officeapproved for police applications Power output: 500mW
Power consumption: 28V DC, draws 0.25A

AMS43

The AMS43 is a multi-user, single-channel audio
controller. Features: supports pilot, co-pilot and four
passengers; support for five transceiver positions plus
PA support; five navaids; separate RX and ICS volume
controls; direct audio input; three built-in-alert tone
generators; colour-coded toggle switches; three ICS
modes – LIVE, KEYED, VOX; VOX-level adjustment;
active noise filter for enhanced noise isolation; high
power output; ICS tie line for multi-control operation;
emergency mode operation; available in TSO-d version.
Height: 47mm Weight: 0.95kg Mounts: Dzus mount
Power output: 500mW Power consumption: 28V DC,
draws 0.25A

AMS44

The AMS44 is a multi-user, dual-channel audio controller.
Two audio panels in the space of one; LH or RH pilot
configuration; support for five transceiver positions, PA
and navaids; individual RX and ICS volume control; direct
audio inputs; colour-coded toggle switches; ICS support
pilot, co-pilot and five passengers; three ICS modes –
LIVE, KEYED, VOX; single VOX-level adjustment; high
power output; ICS tie line for multi-control operation;
emergency mode operation; optional NVG lighting.
Applications: audio controller Height: 47mm Weight:
1.04kg Mounts: Dzus mount Power output: 400mW/
channel Power consumption: 28V DC power, draws
0.35A

AMS50

The AMS50 is a full-function TSO-d audio panel with
optional built-in marker beacon receiver; six-place stereo
intercom; All, Crew and Pilot ISO modes; true ‘split com’
operation; expandable; transmit select with true ‘split’;
PTT ICS; Pilot/Crew/All modes; patented Independent
Microphone Circuits (Gating); ANF; adjustable music
mute; emergency fail-safe. Applications: audio panel
Height: 35mm Weight: 0.9kg Power consumption: 1133V DC; draws 3A max

CC450

The CC450 is a compact controller for adding relay
and/or simulcast operation to existing FM transceivers.
Features: up to four radios; simple operation; 60s voice
storage for remote relay operation on same radio; less
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than 2.54cm Dzus height; and optional NVG-compatible
lighting. Applications: controller Weight: 0.5kg Power
consumption: 28V DC; draws 0.6A

Flexcomm C-5000

Cobham’s Flexcomm C-5000 is the successor to the
C-1000 controller. It can control up to three R/T systems
(up to nine radios) including RT-5000 and RT-9600F/
RT-7200. The Flexcomm C-5000 enables simultaneous
use of two radios from one control, simultaneous
monitoring of main, guard or both receivers and
transmission on main channel display or guard. There
are 350 programmable pre-set channels and channel
memory and three independent voice recorders for
quick playback from any of the radio systems. The
controller has an external ‘take control’ switch and
enhanced operation modes including simulcast, crossband relay, relay/simulcast, repeater and cross-band
full duplex. The Flexcomm C-5000 supports encryption
systems and scan functions, and enables alphanumeric
channel identification. It has a two-line display screen
and back-lit keypad, with optional NVG compatibility
and digital squelch protocols. Applications: controller
Length: 127mm (behind face plate), 164mm excluding
face plate and connectors, wires Width: 146mm
excluding face plate, connectors and wires Height:
95mm, excluding face plate, connectors and wires Power
consumption: 27.5V DC aircraft power, nominal (17-33V
DC) Operating temperature range: -30/+60°C

Flexcomm II/RT-5000

The Flexcomm II/RT-5000 is an AM/FM multi-band
transceiver that can take the place of six transceivers,
covering 30-50, 50-88, 118-136, 136-174, 220-400, 400512, and 800-960MHz frequency bands. It covers every
discrete AM or FM channel assigned to the public safety,
industrial forestry, business, military, air traffic control or
federal agency operation between these frequencies.
The Flexcomm II/RT-5000 is controlled through a C-5000
unit, and covers nearly every discrete comms channel
used worldwide, including 12.5kHz channels. It supports
narrowband voice, digitally encrypted voice or data
and voice on ATC channels. Features: 688, 640 available
channels; high-speed scanning; two-level priority and
multiple pre-selector filters; triple conversion AM/FM
design; five selectivity bandwidths; digital signal processor
to boost voice quality and squelch control; analogue
CTCSS squelch control; digital coded squelch control;
support for automatic number identification; voice
scrambler; voice encryption Applications: ALE, medical,
SAR, public service Length: 356mm Width: 124mm
Height: 194mm Weight: 6.8kg Frequency coverage: 29.7960MHz Power consumption: 27.5V DC (±20%)

Flitefone VI

The Flitefone VI is an airborne telephone system.
Features: automated AGRAS operation; 1+, 0+, 01+, 011+
calls; office phone operating environment; all solid-state
design, microprocessor-based logic design, modular
construction; small size, lightweight; burnout-resistant
transmitter; high receiver sensitivity; high-frequency
stability. Applications: airborne telephone MTBF: high
inherent Power consumption: low

N301A

The N301A is a single-user audio controller. It is a
replacement for the A301-6 series. Features: userCIVIL AND PARAPUBLIC HELICOPTER HANDBOOK ISSUE 16
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Equipment in this section is listed under three headings:
• air ambulance interiors
• interior-related equipment
• stretchers
Medical interiors generally represent the fixed infrastructure that supports patient
monitoring and intervention equipment but not such equipment itself.
This section is intended to present examples of companies that can convert helicopters
to an air ambulance configuration or that supply major items of medical and other
equipment. Entries are listed alphabetically by company.
If your company produces equipment that you think should be listed, please contact
Ben Brook at ben.b@shephardmedia.com to ensure that it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: The twin-engine H145 has a high-mounted Fenestron shrouded tail rotor to facilitate access to its large cabin, allowing
safe patient loading through wide sliding doors. (Photo: Airbus Helicopters)
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INTERIORS
AERO MEDICAL PRODUCTS CO
Aero Medical Interiors
Aero Medical Products has STC/PMA and EASA
approvals for over 2,600 aircraft models for medical
interiors, custom seats, divans and cabinets. There
are two series of aircraft medical interiors available –
Medstar and Econo. Both series offer oxygen, electric
inverter (115 or 230V AC service, 12, 24 or 28V DC
service), suction and compressed air pumps as
accessories mounted in the base with appropriate
outlets on the face of the base. The Medstar base is
honeycomb aluminium. The Econo base is a steel
frame, lighter than standard tubular aluminium frames.
Applications: medical interior Certifications/approvals:
STC/PMA and EASA approvals Installation/set up time:
typically 15-30min for 2 people

AEROLITE
Aerolite AW109 Grand/AW109SP Interior
The Leonardo Helicopters A109 Grand/AW109SP interior
is a life-support interior based on a modular concept
with various components for intensive care, neonatal
missions and SAR. Applications: scene rescue, intensive
care, neonatal missions and SAR Features/components:
single, dual or neonatal patient configurations; up to
four medical crew members; oxygen supply Power
consumption: 12/14V DC; 23V AC Platforms: AW109
Grand/AW109SP

Aerolite AW139 Interior

The Leonardo Helicopters AW139 basic life-support
interior is designed for medevac missions with quickchange capabilities from utility to medical configuration.
Based on a modular concept with various components
for scene rescue, intensive care, neonatal missions
and SAR, the design has provision for one intensive
care patient, two patients with minor injuries and up
to six medical crew seats. The interior features rails/
provisions for medical devices and IV bags, a medical
storage cabinet and a baggage net for loose equipment.
Applications: medevac, scene rescue, intensive care,
neonatal missions and SAR Features/components:
oxygen supply and medical air supply Platforms: AW139
Power consumption: 12/14V DC and 24/28V DC;
230/115V AC

Aerolite AW169 Interior

The basic life-support interior for the Leonardo
Helicopters AW169 is designed for medevac missions
with quick-change capabilities from utility to medical
configuration. Based on a modular concept with various
components for scene rescue, intensive care and SAR,
the design has provision for one intensive care patient,
two patients with minor injuries and up to six medical
crew seats. The AW169 interior features rails/provisions for
medical devices and IV bags, a medical storage cabinet
and a baggage net for loose equipment. Applications:
medevac, scene rescue, intensive care and SAR Features/
components: oxygen supply of 3,000l and medical air
supply Power output: 12/14V DC Platforms: AW169
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Aerolite Bell 429 Interior

The Aerolite advanced life-support interior for the
Bell 429 is based on a modular concept with various
components for different applications. The design is
available in single- or dual-patient configurations with up
to three medical crew seats. It features rails/provisions for
medical devices and IV bags, a medical storage cabinet
and a tie-down web for loose equipment. Applications:
scene rescue, intensive care, neonatal missions and
SAR Certifications/approvals: EASA- and FAA-approved
Features/components: oxygen supply and medical air
supply Platforms: Bell 429 Power consumption: 12/14V
DC and 24/28V DC; 230 or 110V AC

Aerolite H135 Interior

The Aerolite basic life-support interior for the Airbus
Helicopters H135 is designed for medevac missions
with quick-change capabilities from utility to medical
configuration. The interior is based on a modular concept
with various components for different applications.
It is available in single-, dual- or neonatal-patient
configurations with up to three medical crew seats. The
H135 interior features a stowage shell with rails/provisions
for medical devices and IV bags, a medical storage
cabinet and a tie-down web for loose equipment.
Applications: medevac, scene rescue, intensive care,
neonatal missions and SAR Power consumption: 12/14V
DC and 24/28V DC; 230/115V AC Features/components:
1,800l oxygen supply

Aerolite H145 Interior

The Aerolite basic life-support interior for the Airbus
Helicopters H145 is designed for medevac missions
with quick-change capabilities from utility to medical
configuration. It is based on a modular concept
with various components for different applications.
The interior is available in single- or dual-patient
configurations with up to three medical crew seats.
It features rails/provisions for medical devices and IV
bags, a medical storage cabinet and a tie-down web for
loose equipment. Applications: medevac, scene rescue,
intensive care, neonatal missions and SAR Platforms:
H145 Power consumption: 12/14V DC and 24/28V
DC; 230/115V AC Features/components: 2,400l oxygen
supply or LOx system and medical air supply

AIR AMBULANCE TECHNOLOGY
AW139 Interior
The medical interior for the Leonardo Helicopters
AW139 is designed to be ergonomic, versatile and
modular, according to Air Ambulance Technology. The
lightweight design requires no modification to the
aircraft’s structure and can be tailor-made for specific
mission requirements. The interior accommodates one
patient or incubator, one doctor, one paramedic and
two flight crew in maximum safety and comfort. It has
a leak-proof medical floor, locker system and aft loading
ramp. One undercarriage stretcher provides for easy aft
patient loading and unloading. A medical equipment
carrier supports medical devices (suction unit, ventilation,
syringe pump, ECG monitor system). Additional
features include hooks for infusion bags, a DC power
distribution unit, a cabinet and an oxygen/air station,
both with drawers for medical materials. Applications:
SAR, intensive care air medical missions Certifications/
CIVIL AND PARAPUBLIC HELICOPTER HANDBOOK ISSUE 16
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approvals: full EASA certification (STC) Installation/set up
time: utility to rescue configuration in approx 20mins

Bell 205/212/412 Interior

The AAT medical interiors for Bell Helicopter Textron
205/212/412 rotorcraft can be supplied in different
configurations with interchangeable equipment, and
require no modification to the helicopter’s structure.
The interiors feature a low-profile stretcher and medical
equipment located in holders. They are configured to
carry a doctor, paramedic and passengers on medical
crew or passenger seats. Applications: rescue, intensive
care and neonatal air medical missions

H135 Interior

The AAT interior for Airbus Helicopters H135 is a modular
system with a lightweight design. As well as two flight
crew, one doctor and one or two paramedics, it can
carry one patient in rescue, intensive care or neonatal
configurations, or two patients in disaster configuration.
The interior features an oxygen station and an integral
medical floor with locker systems. Additional equipment
can be included at the customer’s request. Applications:
rescue, disaster, intensive care and neonatal missions
Certifications/approvals: full EASA certification (STC)
Installation/set up time: utility to EMS configuration in
less than 1h

H145 Interior

The AAT medical interior for the Airbus Helicopters H145
requires no helicopter modification to be installed.
As well as two flight crew, the interior is configured to
carry one doctor, one to two paramedics, one to two
passengers and one or two patients in rescue and
intensive care configurations. The H145 interior features
an oxygen station, integral medical floor, removable
locker system with aft loading ramp and low-profile
undercarriage stretcher. Applications: rescue, disaster,
intensive care and neonatal missions Certifications/
approvals: full EASA certification (STC) Installation/set up
time: minutes

H155/AS365 Interior

The AAT medical interiors for the Airbus Helicopters
H155 and AS365 can be installed without modification
to the aircraft’s structure. As well as aircrew, the interior
is configured to carry a doctor, paramedic and relatives
on passenger or medical crew seats, with one or two
patients depending on the mission. The H155 interior
features a medical floor with two locker systems.
Applications: rescue, intensive care and neonatal air
medical missions Certifications/approvals: full EASA
certification (STC) Installation/set up time: utility to rescue
configuration in less than 1h

MD 900/902 Explorer Interior

AAT’s MD Explorer interior is configured to carry two
flight crew, one doctor, one paramedic and one patient
or incubator depending on the mission. The modular,
lightweight design requires no modification to the
aircraft’s structure, and equipment can be reconfigured
or removed in minutes. AAT can supply tailored solutions
for specific mission requirements. The interior features
a leak-proof medical floor with a locker system and
aft loading ramp, one undercarriage stretcher, and a
medical equipment carrier with supports for medical
devices (suction unit, ventilation, syringe pump, ECG
CIVIL AND PARAPUBLIC HELICOPTER HANDBOOK ISSUE 16

The Aerolite basic life-support interior for the Airbus H135 has
a modular configuration with up to three medical crew seats.
(Photo: Aerolite)

monitor system). Hooks for infusion bags, a DC power
distribution unit, a cabinet and an oxygen/air station,
both with drawers for medical materials, are also
included. Applications: rescue, disaster, intensive care
and neonatal missions Certifications/approvals: full EASA
certification (STC) Installation/set up time: minutes

AIRTECH CANADA AVIATION SERVICES
Airtech S-76 Interior
Airtech Canada’s S-76 medial interior provides a dualpatient or incubator capability. The interior can be
configured for up to four attendant positions in two
forward-facing and two aft-facing (tiltback and full
swivelling) seats. Features: four-point attendant seat belts;
load assist uses Ferno 35A Aero; dual medical O2 systems
(under floor); dual medical air; dual medical suction; EMS
control panel (O2, suction, air, lighting and electrical);
multiple stretcher positions in cabin; storage cabins; storage
loading system; hard storage systems; blackout curtain;
searchlight; inverter (110 and 220V); EMS communications
panels; cabin/cockpit climate control systems; interior
panels (sides, floor, ceiling); and high-intensity cabin
lighting. Applications: intensive care and neonatal missions

BUCHER LEICHTBAU
AC67 Airbus Helicopters H135 Interior
Bucher has developed the AC67 medical interior for
the Airbus Helicopters H135 in cooperation with ADAC
Luftrettung. The lightweight, modular design features
a floor with integrated drain channels, liquid barrier
and anti-skid sections; fixed doctor seat and swivelling
medical attendant seat, both with full harness system;
primary and secondary stretcher capability; loading
device allowing for patient loading/unloading from side
and rear doors; medical panel; and left- and righthand side cabinets. In October 2014, Bucher supplied
a HEMS-configured H135 to the Beijing Red Cross
Emergency Center and delivered a second in January
2015. As of that date, Bucher was the only HEMS
provider certified by the Chinese Aviation Authority.
Applications: air ambulance

AC70 HEMS Airbus Helicopters H145 Interior
In 2014, Bucher Leichtbau completed the first
installation of its newly designed AC70 HEMS
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configuration in an Airbus Helicopters H145 T2. The
system follows two years of collaboration with air rescue
organisations ADAC Luftrettung and DRF Luftrettung,
the launch customers. The modular structure of the
new generation of HEMS equipment means it can be
converted from one mission profile to another within
minutes. The following mission profiles are possible:
Helicopter Intensive Care Advanced Medical Service
– patient transportation between hospitals with full
intensive care equipment (maximum configuration);
HEMS – emergency mission with the equipment
for emergency care; SAR – winch lift missions in the
mountains or over water, equipment is further reduced
to create space for mountain rescuers, rescue divers
etc; and disaster management with the installation
of two stretchers.

FERNO AVIATION
Model 5 Advanced Life Support Unit for
Bell 212/412
Ferno Aviation’s Model 5 advanced life support unit is
designed for installation in Bell 212/412 helicopters. The
self-contained system requires no aircraft modification,
and is compatible with all medium and larger aircraft.
Features: interchangeable between types; custom base
adaptors; portable cardiac monitor/defibrillator; portable
suction; portable ventilator; O2 for 1.5h on ventilator
or 2.75h of O2 therapy; light stretcher with folding
IV stand; storage drawers and compartments; swingout instrument tray; tie-down rings; fold-out handles
with base interlock; quick-attach points for optional
equipment; optional pulse oximeters; infusion pumps;
transport isolettes; and custom seats. Applications: EMS

METRO AVIATION
130M-100 EMS Kit
The 130M-100 Emergency Medical System (EMS) is
designed for the Airbus Helicopters EC130. It features a
Med Floor with a fluid dam and an incorporated pilot
isolation barrier. The Metro/Lifeport Patient Litter System
consists of MAI PLS Mount Assembly, the LifePort AeroSled
CF 16G Litter (TSO-C39b Approved) and the LifePort
MedDeck System. Seating arrangements include four
seats, an existing left-hand pilot seat, two existing fixed
passenger/medical seats and a right-hand medical seat.
The medical panel installation consists of an overhead
enclosure in the main cabin, accessible by the medical
crew and cabin passengers. The medical gas panel
enclosure is located on the aft cabin bulkhead, providing
controls for the optional medical equipment and LOX
oxygen system. The system provides digital control of all
aircraft-mounted medial support systems and ICS/air to
ground communication. Applications: HEMS

135M-100 EMS Kit

The 135M-100 Emergency Medical System (EMS) Kit is
designed for the Airbus Helicopters EC135. It features
one or two primary litters featuring one-person loading
and Metro’s single-point Posi-Lock system; two aft-facing
attendant seats, fixed or track and swivel, with threepoint restraint system; stowable, crash-attenuating third
attendant seat; single or dual external-space-saving and
easy-to-maintain transfill oxygen system; and external
LOx. Applications: EMS Power consumption: 110V AC
inverter (12V DC converter)
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145M-100 EMS Kit

The 145M-100 Emergency Medical System Kit (EMS) Kit
for the EC145 allows the cabin to be outfitted in several
configurations including: two medical attendants and
two positionable litters; four medical attendants, one
positionable litter and an isolette or a balloon pump; and
a dual-mission cabin to meet both law enforcement and
EMS roles. The kit features LOx or gaseous transfill oxygen
system, medical panels, storage, patient examination
lighting and a machined aluminium or composite floor.
Applications: EMS, dual ALE/EMS Power output: 110V AC
and 12V DC power

155M-100 EMS Kit

Metro Aviation, in cooperation with the University of
Michigan, designed the first dedicated, US-based
and -operated EC155 B1 HEMS configuration. The
155M-100 Emergency Medical System (EMS) Kit for the
EC155 provides a multi-mission, multi-configuration
layout that allows each crew member, regardless of
the seating position or clinical function, to control all
lighting, medical life-support controls and intercom
systems independently. The kit features a junction box
installation that is the central location for electrical
distribution for EMS equipment. Electrical power
is distributed for EMS equipment through a circuit
breaker panel. There are numerous storage and
light installation options. A floor pallet is constructed
with machined aluminium with a hard anodised
surface. The kit has a single patient litter along with a
loading system capable of tracking and pivoting. The
EMS seating arrangement includes five seats which
are longitudinal tracking and swivel-capable seats.
Applications: EMS

350M-100 EMS Kit

The 350M-100 EMS Kit is designed for the Airbus
Helicopters AS350. It features a lightweight, pivoting
single-litter (up to 34cm outboard for easy patient
loading and unloading) on a tracking carriage; easy-tomaintain transfill oxygen system with two outlets; one or
two positionable attendant seats with four-point restraint
system; and one tracking/pivoting attendant seat with
four-point restraint system.

350M-380 LEMS Kit

The 350M-380 Law and Emergency Medical Systems
(LEMS) Kit for the AS350 allows the helicopter to be used
for five-passenger law enforcement activities or for three
passengers plus a lightweight pivoting patient litter for
EMS calls. Conversion to and from either role can be
accomplished in under one minute and all components,
including the litter or the quick-change co-pilot seat
option, are stowed on board the aircraft. The patient litter
pivots up to 43cm outboard for easy patient loading and
unloading. The LEMS fully accommodates all thermal
imaging installations without impeding full use of littler
or seating. Applications: ALE, EMS Power consumption:
110V AC inverter (12V DC converter) can be added by
field approval

LEMS

Metro Aviation’s Law and Emergency Medical System
(LEMS) is designed for the Airbus Helicopters AS350/
AS355. It features a litter system; quick-change co-pilot
seat; pilot isolation barrier; leak-proof composite floor
with blood dam; transfill O2 system; and one or two
CIVIL AND PARAPUBLIC HELICOPTER HANDBOOK ISSUE 16
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FIRE-FIGHTING
This section covers products such as underslung fire buckets, water and foam delivery and
refill systems for helicopters employed in fire-fighting.
The items listed are examples from each manufacturer’s product range. Further details
about these products can be obtained by contacting them directly. Entries are listed
alphabetically by company.
If your company produces equipment that you think should be listed, please contact
Ben Brook at ben.b@shephardmedia.com to ensure that it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: The Bambi Bucket is an aerial fire-fighting device that is available in more than 50 model configurations, delivering a solid
column of water in a single drop. (Photo: SEI Industries)
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AERIAL FIRE CONTROL

ERICKSON

Water Hog WH 400-WH 1100

S-64 Helitanker Fire-fighting Equipment

AFC is the second-largest manufacturer of helicopter
fire-fighting buckets in the world. Its Water Hog range
of buckets is available in various sizes. The WH 400 - WH
1100 models feature a single composite valve, composite
base, removable stainless-steel rim and stainless-steel
PVC-coated certified rigging. The bucket has a multidrop/variable drop function as standard and does not
have a control head. Width: 0.5m (Dia) Power: 24V DC
control box Capacity water: 400l-1,100l

Erickson’s 10,031l tank for the S-64 helitanker drops
water, retardant or foam mix at a rate of around 95l/h.
Microprocessor-controlled tank doors offer eight
individual coverage level options. The ram scoop hydrofoil
attachment refills from freshwater or saltwater sources
in 30s, and the original ‘Hoover Snorkel’ design refills
in 45s from freshwater sources as shallow as 46cm.
Once the fire has been extinguished, the helitanker
can deliver stabilising hydroseed for re-vegetation and
erosion prevention. Erickson’s hydroseed operations are
particularly effective on steep slopes and inaccessible
areas, according to the company. Erickson has been
involved in fire-fighting operations in Australia, Canada,
Greece, Italy, Turkey and the US. Refill type: flexible
hose snorkel features a high-pressure impeller Water
cannon rate: optional 1,136l/min water cannon certified,
intended for wild land, urban interface and high-rise
structure fire suppression Refill time: <45s Water pick-up
depth: >46cm Capacity water: 10,000l

Water Hog WH 1200-WH 2000

AFC is the second-largest manufacturer of helicopter
fire-fighting buckets in the world. Its Water Hog range
of buckets is available in various sizes. The WH 1200 WH 2000 models feature single or multiple composite
valves, composite base, removable stainless-steel rim and
stainless-steel PVC-coated certified rigging. The bucket has
a multi-crop/variable drop function as standard and does
not have a control head. Submersible pumps are available
with this range. Width: 0.8m, 1.1m or 1.25m (Dia) options
Power: 24V DC control box Capacity water: 1,200-2,000l

Water Hog WH 2000-WH 5000

AFC is the second-largest manufacturer of helicopter
fire-fighting buckets in the world. Its Water Hog range
of buckets is available in various sizes. The WH 2000WH 5000 models feature multiple composite valves,
composite base options, removable stainless steel
or carbon fibre rim and stainless-steel PVC-coated
certified rigging. The bucket has a multi-drop/variable
drop function as standard and does not have a control
head. Submersible pumps are available with this range.
The WH 2000 - WH 5000 buckets can be carried by
helicopters such as the UH-60 Black Hawk. Width: 1m,
1.25m, 1.5m, or 1.75m (Dia) options Power: 24V DC
control box Capacity water: 2,000-5,000l

Water Hog WH 5000-WH 8000

AFC is the second-largest manufacturer of helicopter
fire-fighting buckets in the world. Its Water Hog range
of buckets is available in various sizes. The WH 5000WH 8000 models feature multiple composite valves,
composite base, removable stainless steel or carbon-fibre
rim and stainless-steel PVC-coated certified rigging.
The bucker has a multi-drop/variable drop function as
standard and doesn’t have a control head. Submersible
pumps are available with this range. Buckets in this
range can be carried by helicopters such as the CH-47
Chinook. Width: 1.75m or 2m (Dia) Power: 24V DC
control box Capacity water: 5,000-8,000l

Water Hog WH 8000-WH 11000

AFC is the second-largest manufacturer of helicopter
fire-fighting buckets in the world. Its Water Hog range
of buckets is available in various sizes. The WH 8000WH 11000 models feature multiple composite valves,
composite base, removable stainless steel or carbon-fibre
rim and stainless-steel PVC-coated certified rigging.
The bucket has a multi-drop/variable drop function as
standard, and does not have a control head. Submersible
pumps are available with this range. Buckets in this
range can be carried by helicopters such as the CH-47
Chinook. Width: 2m (Dia) Power: 24V DC control box
Capacity water: 8,000-11,000l
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IMSNZ
Cloudburst Fire Buckets
IMS New Zealand manufactures the Cloudburst
range of fire-fighting buckets which are available in
sizes from 130-5,000l. Custom sizes are also available.
Each bucket has a compact design when stowed
and handled, and is capable of multi-drops. They
have an optional enclosed foam dosing system, fast
valve actuation speed and varied options for spread
pattern. Operation is via pneumatic or electric valve,
and the products are claimed to have tough and
durable construction. The self-contained foam injection
system is activated by a push button; a pump delivers
a foaming agent for a timed period, by a pilot or crew
member. Cloudburst fire buckets are manufactured
from corrosion-resistant materials designed to
withstand high levels of abrasion and enable each
system to be filled from the various water sources
to fight fires. Each can be dip-filled from freshwater,
saltwater and chlorinated swimming pools. In 2016,
IMS NZ supplied Cloudburst buckets and associated
support equipment to the Colombian armed forces, the
Ecuadorian armed forces, the Royal Thai Police and an
unspecified operator in Turkey.

ISOLAIR HELICOPTER SYSTEMS
Eliminator II 4600-350B2
The Eliminator II 4600-350B2 is an external bellymounted fibreglass and aluminium tank for mounting
on the aircraft cross tubes of Airbus Helicopters AS350
B1, B2 and H125 models. The tank attaches with
quick-release pins for fast and easy installation, says the
company. The dump doors are electrically actuated and
hydraulically operated. The fail-safe system means that
the doors will open with the loss of electrical power.
Cyclic control allows the pilot to control loading, mixing,
dump volume and drop length. Power: 24V DC Weight:
150kg empty, 1,150kg gross Refill type: electrically driven
pump and hose assembly with in-flight emergency
release capability Refill time: 50-60s Capacity chemicals
foam: 57l Refill rate: 1,022l/min Capacity water: 1,022l
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The Eliminator II 4600-350B2 belly-mounted tank fits on Airbus helicopters. It has an electrically driven pump and hydraulically operated
dump doors. (Photo: Isolair Helicopter Systems)

Eliminator II Model 4600-205

The Eliminator II Model 4600-205 for Bell 205/201/
UH1-H helicopters is a water and foam dispensing tank
with hover fill pump system. The external belly-mounted
fibreglass and aluminium tank is mounted to external
hardpoints using quick-release pins for fast and easy
installation. The dump doors are electrically actuated
and hydraulically operated. The fail-safe system means
that the doors will open with the loss of electrical power.
The door selection switch allows for separate operations
of each door for longer drops. Cyclic control allows the
pilot to control loading, mixing, dump volume and
drop length. Power: 28V DC, 90A Weight: 190kg empty;
1,519kg gross Refill type: electrically driven with in-flight
pump and hose assembly emergence release capability
Capacity chemicals foam: 103l Refill rate: 1,022l/min max
Capacity water: 1,287l

Eliminator II Model 4600-212/412

The Eliminator II Model 4600-212/412 for Bell 212/412
helicopters is a water- and foam-dispensing tank with
hover fill pump system. The external belly-mounted
fibreglass and aluminium tank is mounted to external
hardpoints using quick-release pins for fast and easy
installation. The dump doors are electrically actuated
and hydraulically operated. The fail-safe system means
that the doors will open with the loss of electrical power.
The door-selection switch allows for separate operations
of each door for longer drops. Cyclic control allows the
pilot to control loading, mixing, dump volume and drop
length. Power: 28V DC, 90A Weight: 190kg net, 1,519kg
gross Refill type: electrically driven with in-flight pump
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and hose assembly emergence release capability Refill
time: 55-75s Capacity chemicals foam: 103l Refill rate:
1,022l/min max Capacity water: 1,287l

Eliminator II Model 4600-S61

The Eliminator II Model 4600-S61 for Sikorsky S61 A- and
N-model helicopters is a water- and foam-dispensing
tank with hover fill pump system. The tank assembly is
an external belly-mounted fibreglass and aluminium
tank mounted to external hardpoints with internal
chemical tanks. The dump doors are electrically actuated
and hydraulically operated. The fail-safe system means
that the doors will open with the loss of electrical power.
Cyclic control allows the pilot to control dump volume,
drop length, mixing and door control. There is a digital
readout of tank contents for easy monitoring. Power: 28V
DC, 35A Weight: 360kg net, 4,151kg gross Refill type:
hydraulically driven assembly with 3.7m refill hose Refill
time: 45-55s Capacity chemicals foam: 340l Refill rate:
4,542l/min max Capacity water: 3,785l

SEI INDUSTRIES
Bambi Bucket
The Bambi Bucket is a robust and lightweight aerial
fire-fighting bucket that delivers a solid column of
water and/or fire-suppressant foam on a wildfire. The
product has a single-drop, flexible valve, making it
fully collapsible. It is available in model ranges 2709,800l, supporting almost every helicopter type with
an external cargo load capability. The Bambi Bucket
offers more than 50 different model configurations
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compatible with foam-injection and shallow waterfilling PowerFill accessory technologies (see separate
entry). Capacity chemicals foam: 270-9,800l Capacity
water: 270-9,800l

Bambi Max

The Bambi Max features unlimited, multiple-drop valve
technology wrapped in the durable Bambi Bucket
shell. The product features lightweight, low-power-draw
operation that increases the volume of water capacity
per drop through a fuel cycle. The low-maintenance
valve gives the ability to pre-select loads at the dip
site and over multiple hot spots on the wildfire. The
helicopter pilot can choose to ‘load-shed’ by unloading
as many separate water drops as required to adjust for
flight parameters based on fuel and other weight on
board. Manual load control is standard in every Bambi
Max. Auto-load control, split drop and coverage level
capabilities are available with the Bambi Max Controller
option. The Bambi Max is available with a PowerFill
accessory (see separate entry). Power: 3A

PowerFill

PowerFill technology allows helicopter aerial fire-fighting
pilots to fill their Bambi Buckets in shallow water sources
during hot, dry, fire-season conditions. The robust
PowerFill technology can fill in shallow streams and is
configured for internal bottom fill in the multi-dump,
internal Bambi Max valve or for external side-mounted
snorkel fill on the small or medium Bambi and Bambi
Max Buckets (see separate entries). Both systems can
be retrofitted to any Bambi or Bambi Max Bucket.
Applications: allows refills in shallow water Refill time:
<1min Water pick-up depth: 45cm Refill rate: 1,700l/min
in shallow water

SIMPLEX AEROSPACE
Fire Attack Systems
All Simplex fire attack systems are manufactured with
lightweight, high-strength composite materials to
create water tanks that are durable, safe and effective in
fire-fighting missions, according to the company. All fire
attack systems are capable of hover or ground refill, and
both water or foam dispersal. Applications: water tank for
fire-fighting Refill type: hover or ground refill

Model 301 Fire Attack

The Model 301 is a belly tank/refill hose system for Airbus
Helicopters AS365-series helicopters. Applications: firefighting using water and foam Weight: 136kg empty
Capacity chemicals foam: 90l Refill rate: 1,212l/min
Capacity water: 900l

Model 304 Fire Attack

The Model 304 is a belly tank/refill hose system for Bell
UH-1H, 205, 212, 412-series helicopters. It is EASAcertified. Applications: fire-fighting using water and foam
Weight: 136kg empty Capacity chemicals foam: 143l
Refill rate: 1,212l/min Capacity water: 1,420l

Model 308 Fire Attack

The Model 308 is a belly tank/refill hose system for the
Bell 407. Applications: fire-fighting using water and foam
Weight: 136kg empty Capacity chemicals foam: 90l Refill
rate: 1,212l/min Capacity water: 900l
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Model 310 Fire Attack
The Model 310 belly tank/refill hose system for the Airbus
Helicopter AS350 and AS355-series comes in three sizes.
It is EASA-certified. Applications: fire-fighting using water
and foam Weight: 115-136kg empty Capacity chemicals
foam: 80l Refill rate: 1,212l/min Capacity water: 900-1,200l

Model 311 Fire Attack
The Model 311 is a belly tank/refill hose system for the
BK 117. Applications: fire-fighting using water and foam
Weight: 120kg empty Capacity chemicals foam: 167l
Refill rate: 1,136l/min Capacity water: 1,102l

Model 316 Fire Attack
The Model 316 is a belly tank/refill hose system for
Airbus Helicopters H225 and AS332 L-series helicopters.
Applications: fire-fighting using water and foam Weight:
364kg empty Capacity chemicals foam: 91l Refill rate:
3,785l/min Capacity water: 2,270l

Model 323 Fire Attack
The Model 323 is a belly tank/refill hose system for
Leonardo AW119 helicopters. Applications: fire-fighting
using water and foam Weight: 150kg empty Refill rate:
1,136l/min Capacity water: 1,200l

Model 326 Enhanced Fire Attack
The Model 326 Enhanced belly tank/refill hose system
holds 20% more water than the original Model 326, and
is approved to fly at speeds up to 150kt without hover
pump deployed. The system is mounted on Leonardo
AW139s operated by the LAPD. Applications: fire-fighting
using water and foam Capacity water: 1,893l

Model 327 Fire Attack
The Model 327 is a belly tank/refill hose system designed
for the Russian Helicopters Ansat. Applications: firefighting using water and foam Weight: 134kg empty
Capacity chemicals foam: 22l Capacity water: 851l

Model 328 Fire Attack
The Model 328 is a belly tank/refill hose system designed
for the Russian Helicopters Ka-32. Applications: firefighting using water and foam Weight: 598kg empty
Capacity chemicals foam: 151l Refill rate: 3,028l/min
Capacity water: 2,952l

Model 370 Fire Attack
The Model 370 Fire Attack is a belly tank/refill hose
system and retractable hover pump for Sikorsky Black
Hawks. Applications: fire-fighting using water and foam
Capacity chemicals foam: 114l Capacity water: 3,785l

SkyCannon High-Rise Fire-Fighting Spray System
The Simplex SkyCannon high-rise fire-fighting spray
system consists of a composite belly tank, refill hose
system and high-pressure spray boom for installation
on Airbus H225s and Russian Helicopters Ka-32s. It is
designed for combating fires in urban high-rise buildings.
The boom extends 1m outside rotor tips to minimise
impact of rotor wash on spray. Applications: high-rise
fire-fighting Length: 7.3m boom Coverage options: 40m
spray range from end of boom Capacity chemicals foam:
2,270l Capacity water: 2,270l
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This section covers mission-specific equipment for law enforcement operations such as
sirens and public address systems.
The items listed are examples from each manufacturer’s product range. Further details
about these products can be obtained by contacting them directly. Entries are listed
alphabetically by company.
If your company produces equipment that you think should be listed, please contact
Ben Brook at ben.b@shephardmedia.com to ensure that it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: The Los Angeles Police Department’s air support division is described as the largest municipal airborne law enforcement
unit in the world. (Photo: LAPD)
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PA/SIREN SYSTEMS
ANODYNE ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURING CORP
AA21-400 Cabin PA/Siren Controller
The AA21 Series Cabin PA/Siren Controller is designed to
provide centralised control for an aircraft’s internal and
external PA systems. The AA21 has a two-mode siren,
direct interface to mic, radio rebroadcast, optional NVG
lighting, 5 and 28V DC lighting and broadcast recorded
messaging from the AUX port on the front panel. Length:
16.1cm Width: 14.6cm Height: 2.8cm Weight: 0.45kg

LS300

With updated speaker drivers and a new mechanical
design, AEM’s LS300 speakers provide a good conversion
of electrical power to sound pressure, says the company.
The LS Series of speakers are claimed to be the only
DO-160G-qualified speakers available on the market. The
LS300 is suitable for light and medium helicopter types.
Length: 32.5cm Width: 16.8cm Height: 26.2cm Weight:
6.8kg Power output: 300Wrms

LS600

With updated speaker drivers and a new mechanical
design, AEM’s LS600 speakers provide a good conversion
of electrical power to sound pressure. The LS Series of
speakers are claimed to be the only DO-160G-qualified
speakers on the market. The LS600 is suitable for
medium and heavy helicopter types. In 2015, the Korean
Coast Guard selected the LS600 for installation on its
Bell 412 and Airbus AS565 helicopters. Length: 32.5cm
Width: 33.5cm Height: 26.2cm Weight: 13.2kg Power
output: 600Wrms; 2x LS600 array gives 1,200W

LSA400

The LSA400 is one of AEM’s newest loud speaker
amplifiers. This Class D amplifier has a lightweight PA
that processes and optimises the audio signal to get the
best output, using much less power than its predecessor.
Newer generation parts and automated electronic
assembly also allow for a better price point, reducing the
cost to the end user, says the company. The LSA Series
of amplifiers incorporates a ‘smart power supply’ that
modifies the amplifier output to meet the output load
demand. The LSA400 amplifier is recommended for light
and medium helicopter types and is DO-160G-qualified.
Length: 24.9cm Width: 5.2cm Height: 13.8cm Weight:
1.7kg Power output: 300-600W

LSA800

The LSA800 is one of AEM’s newest loudspeaker
amplifiers. This Class D amplifier has a lightweight PA
that processes and optimises the audio signal to get the
best output using less power than its predecessor. Newer
generation parts and automated electronic assembly allow
for a better price point, reducing the cost to the end user,
says the company. The LSA Series of amplifiers incorporates
a ‘smart power supply’ that modifies the amplifier
output to meet the output load demand. The LSA800 is
recommended for medium and large helicopter types and
is DO-160G-qualified. Length: 25cm Width: 9.5cm Height:
14cm Weight: 2.9kg Power output: 600-1,200W
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LSC22

The LSC22 Series is the latest design in loudspeaker/
siren controllers, providing centralised control for
airborne internal and external loudspeaker systems.
Pre-amplified recorded audio, boom mic audio and
radio audio can be routed to the loudspeaker amplifier
while providing control over source and volume. The new
LSC22 is compatible with AEM’s LSA Series amplifiers
(see separate entries) as well as the legacy AEM/NAT PA
equipment. LSC22 controllers provide onboard digital
storage for fast record and playback, with optional NVG
lighting. The controllers are DO-160G-qualified. Length:
16.1cm Width: 14.6cm Height: 2.8cm Weight: 0.49kg

COBHAM AEROSPACE COMMUNICATIONS
PA/Sirens
Cobham’s AA20/AA21 public address and siren systems
are compact, Dzus-mounted units for internal and external
applications. AA2x series model features can include
remote and panel-mounted keying, front-panel power
switch and LED and high/low level inputs. A self-contained
35W (max) amplifier provides PA or ramp hailer capabilities.
There are auto chime functions, multiple siren modes and
lightweight, efficient speaker arrays. Length: 146mm Width:
28mm Height: 173mm Power: 2.3A, 28V DC (internal); 0.4A,
28V DC (external) Weight: 0.64kg System name: AA20-431;
AA21-400; AA21-403 Power output: 100-850W

SEARCHLIGHTS
LUMINATOR AEROSPACE
HID/IR Searchlight
Luminator describes its dual-mode white light/IR
searchlight as the most powerful on the market which
fits into the MIL-L-81174/2B-2 helicopter searchlight
envelope. This product has an HID lamp providing over
3,000h of white light, 40 times longer than the life of a
standard halogen cycle lamp, according to the company.
The switching process from HID to IR mode is instant,
with no downtime. In addition to a longer life, the HID/IR
LED dual-mode searchlight has a lower power draw on
the helicopter than traditional dual-mode searchlights.
Length: 30.8cm Width: 15.6cm Weight: 3kg Lamp life:
>3,000h white light Power consumption: 28V 155W max;
circuitry, including motors, draws a maximum of 100W;
the HID lamp draws 55W, and the IR LED draws 20W
Time to full light output: instant start and hot re-strike
capability in less than 2s, full light output in 5-10s MIL
Standards: MIL-L-81174/2B-2 Light power output: approx
initial max cp 7,000 Lamp type: HID

SPECTROLAB
SX-16 Nightsun
Boeing Spectrolab describes the SX-16 Nightsun as ‘the
system that set the standard for use in law enforcement
aviation’. This searchlight system can be mounted on
fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters and water craft, and has
been used on over 30 different airframes over the course
of its lifetime. The SX-16 Nightsun responds to directional
commands from a hand-operated control box. Gimbals
in optional configurations are capable of slewing the
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intense lighting power at speeds of 9 or 18°/s. This robust
system is designed for ease of use and maintenance.
Length: 460mm (searchlight) Weight: 11.6kg (searchlight),
25-31kg (total system with installation hardware and cable
assemblies) Slew rates: 9 or 18°/s Focus range: 4-20° remote
control focus Illumination range: 1.6km Light power output:
30-40 million candlepower Lamp type: 1600W Short Arc
Xenon Lamp life: 1,000h (max), typically 2 years

SX-16 Nightsun Enhanced

The Enhanced version of the SX-16 Nightsun provides a
variety of upgrades to the standard searchlight system,
including two-way focus through an enhanced control box
and a new reflector coating that results in a 20% increase
in candlepower. The brushless cooling blower has a life
expectancy of over 25x the standard configuration. The
bi-directional focus mechanism of this configuration allows
the operator to cycle from wide to narrow focus, or vice
versa, and stop anywhere in between to reverse direction.
According to the company, the lamp ON hour-meter will
allow for more exact lamp life metrics. The new enhanced
gimbal assembly offers a new, stronger and more rigid
solid arm with no life limit, along with new internal
gearbox improvements that significantly reduce backlash,
resulting in a gimbal that drastically improves searchlight
beam stability. Length: 460mm (searchlight) Weight:
12kg (searchlight), 25-31kg (total system with installation
hardware and cable assemblies) Focus range: 4-20° bidirectional focus Illumination range: 1.6km Light power
output: >40 million candlepower Lamp type: 1600W Short
Arc Xenon Lamp life: 1,000h (max), typically 2 years

SX-16 Nightsun IFCO

The Nightsun SX-16 In-Flight Change Over (IFCO) allows
for multi-role mission capability. Spectrolab has a variety
of filters available for the IFCO Hood, including an IR
filter commonly used in conjunction with night vision
systems. The motorised IFCO Hood allows for changing
from standard white light to the filtered light while in
flight by a switch on the IFCO control box. Weight: 17.3kg
(searchlight), 26-36kg (total system with installation
hardware and cable assemblies) System name: SX-16
Nightsun IFCO Light power output: 30-40 million candle
power Lamp type: 1600W Short Arc Xenon Lamp life:
1,000h (max), typically 2 years Slew rates: 9°/s (standard);
18°/s (high speed) Focus range: 4-20° (remote controlled)

Nightsun XP

The Nightsun XP is the newest addition to the Spectrolab
searchlight product line, using an aerodynamic and
rigid design. Internally, the XP uses computer-controlled
ultra-high-speed motors for precise manoeuvrability, with
increased control and camera/sensor linking capabilities.
The system is capable of supporting several controls for
multiple configurations. Nightsun XP continues with the
same light output and intensity of the SX-16 Nightsun
Enhanced. Illumination range: 1.6km Light power output:
30-40 million candle power Lamp type: 1600W Short Arc
Xenon Slew rates: 0-90°/s Focus range: 4-20° bi-directional
remote-control focus

Nightsun XP IR LED

Spectrolab’s flagship Nightsun XP searchlight model (see
separate entry) has introduced new IR LED technology. A
ring of high-power IR LEDs offers wide- or narrow-focus
modes and IR illumination for use with NVGs, while
reducing power consumption by 79% and weight by
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The Skybox has a heavy-duty gyro that eliminates
vibration from the helicopter. (Photo: Vertivue)

20% compared to the original IFCO filter configuration.
Weight: 30.4kg (searchlight) Elevation: +2/-74° Lamp type:
1600W Xenon short-arc; 10W high power LED (IR) Power
consumption: 28V, 65A; 12A (IR) Focus range: 4-20°
bi-directional focus; 14-40° (IR) Certifications: DO-160
Azimuth: 334° Slew rates: 0-90°/s Illumination range:
1.6km Light power output: 30-40 million candlepower

SX-5 Starburst

The SX-5 Starburst searchlight system is the smallest and
lightest system in Spectrolab’s searchlight product line. The
SX-5 Starburst line offers standard- and long-arm gimbals
for complete look-down. SpectroLink configurations are
also available for increased control options and camera/
sensor linking capabilities. Length: 460mm (searchlight)
Weight: 4.5kg (searchlight), 13.6kg (total system weight with
installation, hardware and cable assemblies) Slew rates: 9 or
18°/s NVIS capabilities/compatibility: Spectrolab offers fixed
and removable IR filters for NVG compatibility Illumination
range: 0.5km Focus range: 2-10° remote control focus Light
power output: 15-20 million candlepower Lamp type:
500W Short Arc Xenon Lamp life: 1,000h (max), typically 2
years Filters: IR filters

SX-7 Starsun Searchlight System

The SX-7 Starsun Searchlight System is part of Spectrolab’s
SX series of high-intensity searchlights. It has a system hour
meter and two-way focus operation. The SX-7 also has an
aluminium Unibody gimbal arm, with a design that adds
hard stop adjustability in both azimuth and elevation. The
Unibody gimbal configuration enables a 90° look-down
angle, intended for HEMS and SAR operations. A pressuresensitive joystick replaces the standard eight-way switch
and a rocker switch replaces the standard push-button
focus switch, to enable control of the two-way searchlight
focus. Width: 28cm (Dia) Height: 42cm Weight: 14kg
Elevation: -90/+15° Time to full light output: 1-5s Lamp type:
700W Xenon short-arc Light power output: 25-30 million
candlepower Beam width: 2-10° Azimuth: 345° Slew rates:
0-18°/s Power consumption: 28V

THOMMEN AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
HSL-800
The Thommen HSL-800 searchlight with integrated
multi-filter module offers high-performance multifunction capabilities supporting a multitude of operational
missions at low weight and limited power consumption. It
incorporates Line of Pointing (LoP) slaving, LoP stabilisation
and LoP remote control in one house. It is possible to
daisy-chain several HSL-800s to point to one place at once.
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The searchlight comes with a variety of signal and data
interfaces, supporting flexible integration with mission
control systems for remote control and slaving functions.
The 825W Xenon short-arc lamp provides up to 1,000m
detection range. The optical system provides a variable
light beam spread from 4- 20° and selectable filtering. The
filter system is designed to accept custom filters of any
characteristic. An enclosure provides protected room and
cabling for a payload to be placed next to the light beam.
The HSL-800 is flexible in installation. It has an installation
data dongle, which remains at the aircraft containing all
the option settings and parameters pertinent to installation.
This ensures correct, safe and automatic programming of
the HSL-800, and that it is fully interoperable across various
installations. The HSL-800 does not require any scheduled
maintenance, but the incorporated Built-In Test system
in conjunction with the Thommen Maintenance System
provides all facilities needed to perform on-condition
maintenance.

HSL-1600

The HSL-1600 searchlight offers multi-function capabilities
in a single integrated design. Solid-state technology is
incorporated throughout and offers increased reliability,
performance and ease of installation, according to the
company. All power management, control and system
integration circuitry, including active slaving capability
for onboard FLIR, camera systems and/or helmet sight
systems, is integrated into the unit itself, eliminating
the need for any additional remote junction boxes and
intermediate cabling. The unit is operated via up to two
independent hand control units or from the cyclic or
collective grips, as well as being connected to any digital
map or tracking system via a built-in RS422 interface.
Long-range NVIS capability of up to 1,000m is offered via
an optional integrated IR filter module. This means that
in-flight transition from white light to IR takes one second
and can be done at any airspeed, G-load and altitude.
The HSL-1600 is proven under all climatic conditions
from Arctic areas up to tropical environments and desert,
claims the company. The HSL-1600 has Canadian and
FAA supplemental type certificate approval for all AS350
and EC135 series. It is also available as a ‘ready-to-fly’
turn-key solution for the Mi-8/17/171. Length: 418mm
Width: 425mm Height: 427mm Weight: 29.5kg Elevation:
+10/-110° Power consumption: 28V DC Lamp life: 1,600W
Xenon short arc Illumination range: 1,600m Beam width:
4-20° Light power output: 60,000 lumens Certifications:
DO-160F; DO-178B Azimuth: 360° Slew rates: 0-60°/s

TRAKKA SYSTEMS
TrakkaBeam TLX
The high-intensity TrakkaBeam TLX searchlight is the
latest model in the Trakka Systems range. It provides a
25% increase in light intensity across the beam than
the TrakkaBeam A800 (see separate entry). The 11%
lower power draw ensures that the TLX runs cooler, even
in very hot environments. The total system weight has
been reduced by 1.2kg from the A800. According to the
company, the TrakkaBeam TLX offers an industry-first
optional dual-sensor TI/TV co-located camera payload for
enhanced day/night situational awareness. The multi-filter
solution allows up to six different filters to be selected
at the touch of a button from inside the cockpit. Filter
combinations can be configured to customer requirements
and include covert IR, visible red, green or amber. The TLX
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has embedded digital encoders, Geo Axis Lock, reverse
slaving, an increased operational envelope, instant position
recognition, fast and responsive searchlight movement
and improved accessibility for maintenance. The TLX is
compatible in form, fit and function to most A800 models,
so is backwards-compatible with aircraft wiring and Trakka
controllers. Width: 445mm Height: 594mm Weight: 22.5kg
Elevation: +35/-175° Beam width: 5.4-14.3° Azimuth: +/-190°
Power consumption: 800W, 22-32V DC Light power output:
22,500 lumens Power consumption: 800W, 22-32V DC
Slew rates: 0-60°/s Certifications: DO-160G

TrakkaBeam A800

The TrakkaBeam A800 searchlight is a fully automated
multi-mission searchlight system with an integrated
internal filter wheel. It utilises bespoke Xenon lamp
technology for an intense and consistent beam. The
multi-filter solution allows up to six different filters to be
selected at the touch of a button from inside the cockpit,
without reducing flight speed. Filter combinations can
be configured to customer requirements and include
covert IR, soft red, and amber. These different filter
options reduce the glare from fog, snow or moisture and
can enhance natural colour in the target field. According
to the company, the A800 collimates and reduces stray
light and eliminates the black hole and bright spot
generated in conventional mirror-reflector searchlights.
Trakka Systems claim that the A800 offers the highest
proven mean time between failures in the industry.
Width: 487mm Height: 593mm Weight: 18.2kg Elevation:
+35-90° Light power output: 22,500 lumens Lamp type:
800W Xenon Slew rates: 60°/s Azimuth: +/-180˚ Beam
width: 4˚-13.3˚ Certifications: DO-160F; DO-178

PLATFORMS
TYLER CAMERA SYSTEMS
TSOPs
Tyler Special Operations Platforms (TSOPs) support
counter-terrorism and special mission capabilities of
airborne law enforcement, claims the company. The
TSOPs are external benches that mount onto the skids
of helicopters, manufactured from aircraft-grade 6061
and 7075 aluminium. TSOPs can be installed in about
four minutes with no tools or modifications and removed
in under one minute. They are STC approved. TSOPs
provide: rapid insertion/evacuation ability; operational
station for most missions; enhanced SAR abilities; and
safer dive team deployment.

VERTIVUE
Skybox
The Skybox allows gimballed camera systems developed
for small UAVs to be integrated on the nose of manned
helicopters. It accommodates cameras such as DJI’s
X5R and Z30, and has a heavy-duty gyro that eliminates
the vibration from the helicopter, allowing the onboard
operator to capture clear images. The lower window
section of the Skybox employs optically-neutral antireflective lens glass and rotates in sync with the gimbal
for 360° panning and tilting. Applications: UAVs, manned
helicopters Weight: 20.4kg
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SEARCH AND RESCUE
This section contains examples of mission-specific equipment installed in SAR helicopters
under the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

emergency location transmitters
flight suits
harnesses, belts and strops
hoists
life jackets
life rafts
personal locator beacons

Entries are listed alphabetically by company. Further details about these products can be
obtained by contacting the companies directly.
If your company produces equipment that you think should be listed, please contact
Ben Brook at ben.b@shephardmedia.com to ensure that it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: A USCG HH-60 performs a SAR demonstration. The rescue swimmer recovers a person simulating distress in the water,
displaying rescue techniques that would be used in an actual SAR case. (Photo: USCG)
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EMERGENCY LOCATOR
TRANSMITTERS
ELTA
ADT 406 AP
The ADT 406 AP automatic/portable ELT meets
European and US standards. It is approved by the
Cospas-Sarsat system and functions on three frequencies
(406, 243, 121.5MHz). ADT 406 ELTs are equipped with
dual-antenna access (external and portable) for signal
transmission, and are powered by batteries with a fiveyear life span. Transmission duration is 60h at -20°C. The
ELT has a compact, lightweight design with removable
identification module and selectable automatic
activation direction. It can be connected to onboard
GPS, and prevents false activation induced by EMI.
Length: 234mm Width: 160mm Height: 73mm Power:
high-energy lithium batteries Weight: 1.6kg Certifications/
approvals: EASA, FAA, JTSO 2C91a/JTSO 2C126, TSO
C91a/TSO C126

MCMURDO
Kannad Integra 406 GPS ELT
The Integra ELT is small and lightweight, with internal GPS
and an internal 406MHz back-up antenna. It can operate
in temperatures down to -20°C. The Integra 406 GPS
ELT is automatically activated, but also supports manual
activation via a remote-control switch in the panel.
The AF-H Integra (ER) is an automatic, fixed, extended
temperature range (-40°C) variant specifically designed
for helicopters. The portable variant of the unit (AP-H)
continues to transmit even when removed from the
aircraft. Optional NMEA Integra e-Nav can connect to the
aircraft’s GPS. Frequency: 406MHz Length: 175mm Width:
99mm Height: 88mm Power: self-powered by ELT battery
(replacement every 6 years) Weight: 850g Certifications/
approvals: TSO/ETSO

SARBE G2R-ELT

The SARBE G2R-ELT is designed and manufactured to
meet the environmental standards and conditions of
STANAG 7007 edition 2 and DEF STAND 00-35 issue
2. Used on its own or to supplement an existing fixed
ELT, the G2R-ELT features two-way speech facility,
global satellite alerting and CSAR options for covert
operations. Frequency: 406MHz; homing and speech
121.5/243MHz Length: 190mm Width: 115mm Height:
57mm Power: quick-change ‘twist-fit’ 6V LiMnO2 battery;
5-year life Weight: 780g Waterproofing: <10m Operating
temperature range: -40°C to +55°C Activation type: rotary
control switch, ‘G’ switch, salt water, pull pin Power output/
transmission power: 5W (406MHz); 200mW (121.5MHz);
400mW (243MHz)

PINPOINT ELECTRONICS
EasyAirdrop
The EasyAirdrop ‘grab and go’ unit contains an
EasyRescue AIS SART transmitter (see separate entry)
and is designed for deployment from all types of aircraft.
The air-deployable housing comprises two buoyant
plastic parts held together by two straps. A soluble tablet
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holds the straps in position until the unit is submerged
in water. The AIS SART locator unit is mounted inside the
housing. On contact with water, the tablet dissolves, the
housing opens and the antenna unfolds. An automatic
triggering function activates the internal VHF rescue
locator when the unit is submerged. The unit then
transmits a current AIS emergency telegram to all
receivers in the vicinity. The position is updated every
minute with course over ground, speed over ground
and the identification number of the unit. A weight at
the bottom keeps the EasyAirdrop-Rescue in an upright
position for optimal radiation. Range: 16.6-22km (vessel);
148km (aircraft at 500ft)

SURVITEC GROUP
500 Series PLB
The 500-1 Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) is a compact,
lightweight unit operating on 121.5MHz and 243MHz.
The 500-12 PLB is designed to work with the CospasSarsat SAR satellite system and has 406MHz as well
as 121.5MHz and 243MHz distress signals. It also
incorporates a speech function which allows survivors to
have two-way voice communication with a rescue craft.
The 500-27 shares the functionality of the 500-12 and
incorporates an embedded GPS. The latest 500-27-07
PLB has an updated casing design. The new 500-32
PLB has similar features to the 500-27-07 but in a
35% smaller package, achieved by using new battery
technology and optimised electronics.

TECHTEST
Series 503 ELT
The Techtest Series 503 ELT and the deployable
Crash Position Indicator (CPI) offer added capability
by rapidly pinpointing and broadcasting the location
of an emergency without any action from the crew.
These systems transmit the aircraft’s last known GPS
position as part of the 406 satellite message. The
CPI deploys automatically from the aircraft, and its
buoyant design ensures that it continues to transmit
the precise location of the crash site long after
the aircraft has submerged and regardless of any
subsequent tidal drift. The ELT is housed within durable
yellow thermoplastic for high visibility. Frequency:
121.5MHz/243.0MHz/406.025MHz Length: 255mm
Width: 105mm Height: 45mm Weight: 1.3kg Activation
type: manual via the cockpit-mounted remote
switching panel; automatic in the event of an accident
(multi-axis G switch) Certifications/approvals: TSO C91a
and C-126; Cospas/Sarsat Approval 97

FLIGHT SUITS
SURVITEC GROUP
1000 Series
Survitec developed a new generation of survival suit, the
1000 Series, after the introduction of additional EASA
regulations in 2006. Engineered using feedback from
offshore workers and offshore sizing data, 1000 Series
suits are tailored to meet the needs of the offshore
industry. The outer shell of the suit is waterproof,
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breathable and flame-retardant. The thermal lining
uses Outlast phase-change materials technology to
improve thermal comfort and reduce thermal stress.
The 1000 Series is EASA ETSO 2C503-approved and
available in three variations – passenger, aircrew and
offshore wind power.

Mk 16 Coverall

The RFD Beaufort Mk 16 Aircrew Coverall was designed
in conjunction with the UK MoD and the RAF Centre of
Aviation Medicine to combine comfort and protection.
Intended for use by law enforcement, public service
aviators and VIP operators, the lightweight design provides
comfort and manoeuvrability, and pockets allow for the
storage of safety aids. The coverall has a front-opening,
flame-retardant two-way fastening zip, lower leg fasteners,
adjustable waist tabs, thigh and breast pockets, stepped
collar, epaulettes, hanging loop and D-ring. The Mk 16
Coverall is available in 12 sizes with varying height and
chest measurements. Materials: flame-retardant Fireblue
Nomex fabric

SAR Winchman Immersion Suit

The SAR Winchman Immersion Suit is used by
helicopter aircrews and paramedics that support
offshore oil and gas industries worldwide. Its design
offers flexibility and mobility, and the light, breathable,
waterproof and flame-retardant fabric has anti-static
properties as well as providing comfort and protection,
according to the company. The design permits
compatibility with other SAR equipment, including
life preservers, winch harnesses and lifting strops.
The Winchman suit has latex neck and wrist seals for
protection and a front diagonal waterproof main-entry
zip. There is flame-retardant and abrasion-resistant
material on the knee, seat and elbow, as well as knee
and elbow padding for energy absorption. A range
of pocketry options are available to meet operational
requirements. Materials: Gore-Tex fabric

SWITLIK PARACHUTE COMPANY
U-Zip-It
The U-Zip-It anti-exposure dry suit is a breathable,
fire-resistant dry suit that was originally designed for
the USCG, and is now available for all aviators. The
low-slung U-shaped zipper design on the U-Zip-It suit
is said to make donning easier than standard designs
and allows the user to make any necessary movement
with zero interference with the zipper. The tested design
significantly increases survivability rates in the case of
ditching or water rescue with high levels of cold water
immersion protection, it is claimed. Each suit is customtailored to fit wearers. This includes measurements of
chest size, hip, sitting inseam, sleeve length and neck
size. A suit comes with installed CWU-75P stretch PTFE
breathable laminate socks that keep feet dry and can slip
into any footwear.

TYPHOON INTERNATIONAL
TOFS
The Typhoon Overwater Flight Suit (TOFS) is an
immersion suit that keeps the wearer dry in the
event of ditching. The fabric, Taslan, produced by WL
Gore and Associates, has a breathable membrane;
CIVIL AND PARAPUBLIC HELICOPTER HANDBOOK ISSUE 16

The 500-series PLB has a speech function that allows survivors
to have two-way voice communication with a rescue aircraft.
(Photo: Survitec Group)

back stretch panel, allowing a more comfortable
forward leaning position; pre-bent knees to prevent
fabric buckling; chafing patches to protect the neck
seal from harness straps; and a trimmable neck seal
should it be necessary to fit a larger neck. The suit
includes cuff-seal cover, thigh pocket, pocket with
donning instruments, pencil pocket, fabric socks and
elasticated waist section. Applications: immersion suit
Materials: Taslan

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT
PS4003 Helicopter Transportation Suit
The PS4003 Helicopter Transportation Suit is designed
for operations to and from helidecks for pilots, crew
and passengers. The ETSO-approved suit is designed to
provide safety during sudden emergency situations as
well as comfort for all-day wear. The suit has integrated
valves to remove trapped air upon sudden submersion, for
easy escape. Features include detachable gloves, J-zipper
and an optional ‘intelligent’ thermal liner that regulates
body heat. The PS4003 is available in sizes ranging from
XS to SPL. Materials: Gore-Tex lining

HARNESSES, BELTS
AND STROPS
AIR RESCUE SYSTEMS
2-UP
The 2-UP provides for hoist insertion, extraction and
rescue operations. The device is designed to clean
up the hoist-hook human interface by allowing two
separate attachment points. This eliminates the use of
“MAP” rings, multiple carabiners and webbing daisychain systems. Weight: 544.3g Features: hard-anodised
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and laser-etched, integrated load ring for attaching
rescue equipment, rated safety rings for attaching
safety lanyard, high-visibility rescue colours Material:
sewn webbing rated to 30kN, aircraft-grade 6061-T6
billet aluminium

338 Heli-Ops Harness

The 338 Heli-Ops Harness was designed and built
by helicopter operations professionals. The harness
is functional, comfortable, lightweight and durable,
according to the company. It is a full-body Class III lifesafety harness. This personnel-carrying device system
features substernal, dorsal and waist forged-steel D-ring
attachment points. The one-piece design reduces
the possibility of injury due to improper wear. SOLASgrade reflective tape is sewn on the front and back of
the harness for increased visibility. Quick-connecting
stab-lock buckles are included on each padded leg
strap. A radio microphone talk-box tab is located
on the left shoulder. The harness has a capacity of
140.6kg. Applications: short-haul HEC; hoist operations
Certifications/approvals: FAA TSO-C167

ARES

The Air Rescue Extraction System (ARES) is a
lightweight, multi-purpose patient extraction system.
Its modular design helps increase the speed and
ease of patient packaging during helicopter rescue
operations. Integrated into the ARES is the stabilisation
lift system flight bar, designed to simplify adjusting
the bag position into two attachment options, and
increase the lift support angle to reduce tension
on the head and foot of the patient. The lowprofile system allows for easier cabin entry, and side
zippers provide medics with patient access without
removing them from the system. The system includes
a basic spine board for increased patient comfort
during ‘bag only’ flights. An optional carbon-fibre
integrated immobilisation system provides full spinal
immobilisation during packaging and transport.
Applications: short-haul HEC; hoist/winch operations
Features: structural external handles Material: mil-spec
13/4in webbing; heavy-duty coated nylon tarp

ARV

The Air Rescue Vest (ARV) is designed to provide fast
donning and extraction. It can be applied ‘in seconds’
to standing, seated, prone or supine patients and fits
over bulky clothes, PFDs and military/LE tactical vests.
Reinforced grab handles aid in patient handling while
packaging, in flight and during cabin transitions. Tactical
multicam and mesh versions are available. Applications:
short-haul HEC and hoist/winch operations Weight: 3.54kg
Features: rear load-control ring attachment for use with
tag lines; integrated paediatric belt for securing children
and small patients Material: reinforced heavy-duty
Cordura-lined padding, SOLAS-grade high-visibility tape,
Mil-Spec structural 1-3/4in webbing and heavy-duty 1k
Denier Cordura

manual Ronstan quick release for jettisoning the
control system when under load. An automatic
emergency-release weak link separates at 180kg
of force. Weight: 204g Material: forged aluminium
and stainless steel, heavy-duty truck tarp, customengineered tear tape, 13/4in Mil-Spec webbing
Dimensions: 406mm (L)

Heli-Bridle PSD

The Heli-Bridle Portable Safety Device (PSD) is
designed to capture human cargo in the event of
separation from the primary external load carriage
system. The device features an integrated pilot or
spotter release system. Applications: HEC operations
Material: type II Mil-Spec webbing, minimum-rated,
welded components; proof loaded, forged buckles;
billet aluminium pull handle Certifications/approvals:
USA Berry Amendment, UL-certified, NFPA 1983
2012-edition general-rated anchor Tensile strength:
breaking MBS strength 4,500kg

Hoist Hook Weights

The Hoist Hook Weights function as a simple hoist hook
ballast to prevent unwanted swing and assist the operator
with control. Stainless steel swivel snap hooks allow for on
and off one-handed operation. A properly weighted hook
extends cable life, according to the company. Multiple
weights can be stacked for higher load requirements.
Weight: 2.27kg individual weight bag

LBS

The Line Ballast System (LBS) is a heavy-duty low-profile
weight bag for short-haul lines. It is designed to increase
line control and reduce the possibility of line weight
entanglement. The LBS weights are compartmentalised
for even distribution, and are secured to the short-haul
line via two internal anchor prusiks. Weight: 5.7kg or
11.3kg options

Litter Drag Chute

The Litter Drag Chute is designed for short-haul rescue
operations as a way to stop spin and improve control
during forward flight with a litter or ARES bag (see
separate entry). The system is designed to be simple
to deploy and re-pack, and attaches via a one-handed
manual Ronstan quick release for jettisoning the Litter
Drag Chute in case of an emergency.

Spin Fin

The Spin Fin is designed to control litter rotation during
rescue hoist operations. It is an easy-to-use alternative to
traditional tag line operations, according to the company.
It reduces the mission risk profile by reducing possible
line entanglement and premature ‘weak-link’ release. The
Spin Fin can be operated with one hand, and it deploys
and collapses ‘in seconds’. Adjustable straps integrate
into various litter/bridle combinations. Weight: 0.45kg
Material: lightweight carbon-fibre skeleton; aircraft-grade
aluminium joints; 1K denier nylon, UV-resistant ripstop

Fast Break

The Fast Break is a multi-purpose quick-release device
and ‘weak link’ for tag lines and offset lift control
systems used in helicopter operations. The device
features two-stage auto-locking Kong Tango carabiners
for one-handed on/off operation and a one-handed
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AIRBORNE SYSTEMS NORTH AMERICA
Helicopter Rescue Strops
The Helicopter Rescue Strop is a nylon webbing strap
fitted with D-rings at each end to attach the strop
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GUIDE TO SUPPLIERS
Key companies supplying goods, services and equipment to the civil and parapublic
helicopter industry worldwide, separated into two listings – by product then by supplier.
Products are ordered alphabetically with suppliers and their location under each. Listings
from p136 are organised alphabetically by company and include:
•

company address

•

email and website addresses

•

telephone and fax numbers

•

contact names

Highlighted entries also include the company’s logo and a summary of activity.
If you think your company should be listed, please contact Ben Brook at
ben.b@shephardmedia.com to ensure that it appears in the Shephard Plus online
database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: HTM services contracts for 12 offshore installations, with a fleet of Airbus Helicopters EC135s devoted to the sector.
(Photo: Helicopter Travel Munich)
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PRODUCTS
Accessories

Aage Christensen
(DENMARK)
Accurate Accessories (USA)
Aero Facility (JAPAN)
Aero Products Component
Services (USA)
Aerogulf Services Co (UAE)
AeroMaritime America (USA)
Aeronautical Accessories
(USA)
Aeroservicio (CHILE)
AIM Aviation (UK)
Air & Ground (UK)
Air Covers (UK)
Aircraft Belts (USA)
Airwolf Filter Corp (USA)
Airwork Group (NEW
ZEALAND)
AKV (USA)
Alpine Aerotech (CANADA)
Alpine Air Support
(SWITZERLAND)
Apple International (USA)
Aradyne Windsocks (USA)
AVIA Radio (DENMARK)
Aviall Airstocks (HONG
KONG)
Aviall Australia (AUSTRALIA)
Avio (ITALY)
Aviquipo Holland
(NETHERLANDS)
Barum & Dewar (UK)
Becker Avionics GmbH
(GERMANY)
Becker Avionics USA (USA)
Bell Helicopter Asia
(SINGAPORE)
BLR Aerospace (USA)
Bose (USA)
Cambrai Aircraft Covers (UK)
Civic Helicopters (USA)
Civil Defence Supply (UK)
Concorde Battery (USA)
Consolidated Aircraft
Supply (USA)
Consolite Technology (UK)
Controp Precision
Technologies (ISRAEL)
DART Aerospace (CANADA)
DCX-CHOL ENTERPRISES
(USA)
DMS Technologies (UK)
Eagle Copters South
America (CHILE)
EAM Worldwide (USA)
Eastern Atlantic Helicopters
(UK)
Eastern Shore Helicopters
(USA)
Emergency Beacon (USA)
Emteq (USA)
Essential Turbines
(CANADA)
Euravia (UK)
Executive Instruments (USA)
FDC/aeroFilter (USA)
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Field Aviation (CANADA)
Flightline Aviation (NEW
ZEALAND)
Fujinon Europe (GERMANY)
Gelbyson (ITALY)
Gentex (USA)
Global Turbine Component
Technologies (USA)
Hawker Pacific Aerospace
(USA)
Hawker Pacific Middle East
(UAE)
Hawker Pacific New
Zealand (NEW ZEALAND)
Headset Services (UK)
Heli-Mart (USA)
Heli-Tech Inc (USA)
Helicopter Accessory
Service (USA)
Helicopter Support (USA)
HeliNetwork International
(FRANCE)
Helitowcart (CANADA)
Helylux Industries (FRANCE)
Hillsboro Aviation (USA)
Instrument Tech (USA)
Interactive Safety Products
(USA)
Jara Aviation (UK)
John Cameron Aviation
(AUSTRALIA)
Johnson’s Jewelry (USA)
Kamatics (USA)
Kanematsu Aerospace
(JAPAN)
Kawak Aviation
Technologies (USA)
L3 Avionics Systems (USA)
LifeBlanket (USA)
Lifesaving Systems (USA)
Luminator Aerospace (USA)
Magellan Aerospace
(CANADA)
MarathonNorco Aerospace
(USA)
MD Helicopters (USA)
Measurement Systems
International (USA)
Meeker Aviation (USA)
Meggitt Sensing Systems
(SWITZERLAND)
Merit Apparel (USA)
Merlinhawk Associates
(INDIA)
Onboard Systems
International (USA)
Oregon Aero (USA)
Oxley Inc (USA)
Pacific Oil Cooler Service
(USA)
Paravion Technology (USA)
Parker Aerospace – Aircraft
Wheels & Brakes (USA)
PHI – Technical Services
Division (USA)
Powerpack (BRAZIL)
Powervamp (UK)
Precision Heliparts (USA)
Professional Aviation
Associates (USA)

Purolator Facet (USA)
RBI Hawker (UAE)
REB Technologies (USA)
Robertson Fuel Systems
(USA)
Robinson Helicopter (USA)
Rolin Industries (USA)
Russian Helicopters
(RUSSIA)
Safran Electronics &
Defense (FRANCE)
Safran Helicopter Engines
(FRANCE)
Scandinavian Avionics
(DENMARK)
SEI Industries (CANADA)
Sigtronics (USA)
Sikorsky Helitech
(AUSTRALIA)
Singapore Technologies
Aerospace (SINGAPORE)
Sloane Helicopters (UK)
Soderberg Manufacturing
(USA)
SpaceAge Control (USA)
Spectech UK (UK)
StandardAero (USA)
Switlik Parachute Company
(USA)
Thomas Jacks (UK)
Tiger Performance Products
(USA)
Tradewind International
LLC (USA)
Transupport (USA)
United Rotorcraft (USA)
Velocity Aerospace (USA)
Zodiac Parachute &
Protection America (USA)

Aerial application
equipment

Aage Christensen
(DENMARK)
ACSE Airborne Camera
Systems Europe
(GERMANY)
Air Methods (USA)
AmSafe Bridport (UK)
AVIA Radio (DENMARK)
Aviall Australia (AUSTRALIA)
Becker Avionics USA (USA)
DynaNav Systems
(CANADA)
Emteq (USA)
Erickson (USA)
Heliatica (RUSSIA)
Helylux Industries (FRANCE)
Isolair Helicopter Systems
(USA)
Kawak Aviation
Technologies (USA)
Meeker Aviation (USA)
Newcon Optik (CANADA)
Oceania Aviation (NEW
ZEALAND)
Onboard Systems
International (USA)
RUAG Aviation
(SWITZERLAND)

Russian Helicopters (Kamov
Design Bureau) (RUSSIA)
Safran Electronics &
Defense (FRANCE)
Simplex Aerospace (USA)
SkyNet Mobile
Communications
(AUSTRALIA)
United Rotorcraft (USA)

Aerial firefighting
equipment

Aerial Fire Control Pty Ltd
(AUSTRALIA)
AeroComputers (USA)
Air Asia Company (TAIWAN)
Air Methods (USA)
Air Nautics Consultants
(SWITZERLAND)
Autogenwerk Spegel
(GERMANY)
Bruggemann (GERMANY)
Dallas Avionics (USA)
ecms Aviation Systems
(GERMANY)
Erickson (USA)
FH1100 Manufacturing
(USA)
IMS New Zealand (NEW
ZEALAND)
IMSNZ Ltd (NEW ZEALAND)
Isolair Helicopter Systems
(USA)
Kaman Aerospace (USA)
Kawak Aviation
Technologies (USA)
Max-Viz (USA)
Meeker Aviation (USA)
MetaMAP (USA)
National Interagency Fire
Center (USA)
Pacific Oil Cooler Service
(USA)
Petans (UK)
PZL-Świdnik (POLAND)
Rumas Group (CZECH
REPUBLIC)
Russian Helicopters (Kamov
Design Bureau) (RUSSIA)
SEI Industries (CANADA)
Simplex Aerospace (USA)
Swanson Group Aviation
(USA)
TAI – Turkish Aerospace
Industries (TURKEY)
United Rotorcraft (USA)

Air conditioning/
temperature control

Aero Kool Corporation (USA)
AERO Specialties (USA)
Air Comm Corporation (USA)
Air Methods (USA)
Alpine Air Support
(SWITZERLAND)
Asia Aviation Services
(SINGAPORE)
AVIA Radio (DENMARK)
Aviall Airstocks (HONG
KONG)
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Aviquipo Holland
(NETHERLANDS)
Consolidated Aircraft Supply
(USA)
Donaldson Aerospace &
Defense (USA)
Emteq (USA)
Essex Industries (USA)
Hawker Pacific Middle East
(UAE)
Hillsboro Aviation (USA)
IAI North America (USA)
Oxford Aviation (UK)
Pacific Oil Cooler Service
(USA)
Pall (UK)
Paravion Technology (USA)
Powervamp (UK)
Purolator Facet (USA)
Sandia Aerospace (USA)
Singapore Technologies
Aerospace (SINGAPORE)
United Rotorcraft (USA)

Ambulance/
medevac equipment

Aage Christensen
(DENMARK)
Aero Medical Products Co
(USA)
Aerolite (SWITZERLAND)
Aeroservicio (CHILE)
Air Ambulance Technology
(AUSTRIA)
Air Methods (USA)
Aircraft Belts (USA)
Airwork Group (NEW
ZEALAND)
Becker Avionics USA (USA)
Bucher Aerospace
Corporation (USA)
Bucher Leichtbau
(SWITZERLAND)
Doctor Down (USA)
Eagle Copters Australasia
(AUSTRALIA)
ecms Aviation Systems
(GERMANY)
Essex Industries (USA)
Field Aviation (CANADA)
Fischer + Entwicklungen
(GERMANY)
Hawker Pacific Middle East
(UAE)
Hawker Pacific New
Zealand (NEW ZEALAND)
HeliMods (AUSTRALIA)
Helylux Industries (FRANCE)
Hillsboro Aviation (USA)
Impact Instrumentation (USA)
Interactive Safety Products
(USA)
LifeBlanket (USA)
LifePort (USA)
Lifesaving Systems (USA)
LifeWatch (SWITZERLAND)
Martin-Baker Aircraft
Company (UK)
O-Two Medical Technologies
(CANADA)

Pacific Crown Helicopters
(AUSTRALIA)
ParAid (UK)
REB Technologies (USA)
S.O.S. Group (UK)
SCHROTH Safety Products
(GERMANY)
Singapore Technologies
Aerospace (SINGAPORE)
Sloane Helicopters (UK)
SP Services (UK)
Spectrum Aeromed (USA)
Spencer Italia (ITALY)
Telemedic Systems (UK)
Transaero (USA)
United Rotorcraft (USA)
Unitron (USA)
ZOLL Medical (USA)

Armour

Air Methods (USA)
Armour of America (USA)
Autoflug (GERMANY)
Ceradyne (USA)
Civil Defence Supply (UK)
Elbit Systems (ISRAEL)
Field Aviation (CANADA)
Martin-Baker Aircraft
Company (UK)
Sikorsky Helitech
(AUSTRALIA)
Sloane Helicopters (UK)
United Rotorcraft (USA)
US Cavalry (USA)

Autopilots

Aeroservicio (CHILE)
Air Methods (USA)
Alpine Air Support
(SWITZERLAND)
Astronautics Corporation of
America (USA)
AVIA Radio (DENMARK)
Avmax Group (CANADA)
DAC International (USA)
Field Aviation (CANADA)
Genesys Aerosystems (USA)
Hawker Pacific Aerospace
(USA)
Hillsboro Aviation (USA)
Honeywell Aerospace (USA)
Instrument Tech (USA)
Sagem Avionics (USA)
Sandia Aerospace (USA)
Scandinavian Avionics
(DENMARK)
Sikorsky Helitech
(AUSTRALIA)
Singapore Technologies
Aerospace (SINGAPORE)
Sloane Helicopters (UK)
United Rotorcraft (USA)
UTC Aerospace SystemsTASE imaging Systems
(USA)

Communications
systems

3M Peltor (UK)
Acal BFi (GERMANY)
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ACSE Airborne Camera
Systems Europe
(GERMANY)
Active Headsets (USA)
Adams Aviation (UK)
Advanced Helicopter
Services (USA)
Aero Optical (UK)
Aero Telemetry (USA)
Aerodata (GERMANY)
Aeronav Avionics (CANADA)
Aeroservicio (CHILE)
Air & Ground (UK)
Air Asia Company (TAIWAN)
Air Comm Systems (USA)
Air Methods (USA)
Airbus Defence & Space
(GERMANY)
Airbus Defence & Space (UK)
Alpine Air Support
(SWITZERLAND)
Anodyne Electronics
Manufacturing Corp
(CANADA)
Argon ST (USA)
ASU Baltija (LITHUANIA)
AVIA Radio (DENMARK)
Aviall Airstocks (HONG
KONG)
Aviall Australia (AUSTRALIA)
Avionetics (SWEDEN)
Avmax Group (CANADA)
Axnes Aviation (NORWAY)
Becker Avionics GmbH
(GERMANY)
Becker Avionics USA (USA)
Blue Sky Network (USA)
Bose (USA)
Britannia 2000 (UK)
Broadcast Microwave
Services (USA)
CeoTronics (GERMANY)
Cobham Aerospace
Communications (USA)
Cobham Antenna Systems
(UK)
Cobham Antenna Systems
(USA)
Cobham SATCOM
(DENMARK)
Controp Precision
Technologies (ISRAEL)
Cooper Antennas (UK)
Curtiss-Wright Defense
Solutions (USA)
DAC International (USA)
Dallas Avionics (USA)
David Clark Company (USA)
Domo Tactical
Communications (DTC)
(USA)
Domo Tactical
Communications (DTC) (UK)
Elbit Systems EW & SIGINT –
Elisra (ISRAEL)
Enterprise Control Systems
(UK)
Esterline Communication
Systems-Racal Acoustics
US (USA)

PRODUCTS

Esterline Control &
Communication Systems –
Racal Acoustics UK (UK)
Esterline Defense
Technologies (USA)
Esterline Palomar Products
(USA)
Executive Instruments (USA)
Field Aviation (CANADA)
Flight Helmets Australia
(AUSTRALIA)
Flightcell International
(NEW ZEALAND)
Garmin International (USA)
Garmin UK (UK)
General Dynamics (USA)
Gentex (USA)
Gogo Business Aviation
(USA)
Gold Wings Aviation
(PHILIPPINES)
Guardian Mobility
(CANADA)
Hawker Pacific Middle East
(UAE)
Hawker Pacific New
Zealand (NEW ZEALAND)
Headset Services (UK)
Helicopter Helmet (USA)
HeliMedia (UK)
Helisota (LITHUANIA)
Hoffman Engineering (USA)
Honeywell Aerospace (USA)
Honeywell UK (Skyforce)
(UK)
HR Smith Group of
Companies (UK)
Hughes Aerospace (USA)
IAI ELTA Systems (ISRAEL)
IAI Israel Aerospace
Industries (ISRAEL)
IAI North America (USA)
IMT – Integrated Microwave
Technologies (USA)
Inmarsat (UK)
Instrument Tech (USA)
Interactive Safety Products
(USA)
Intermark Aviosistemi
(ITALY)
Jagid Management (USA)
L3 Communication
Systems-West (USA)
L3 Wescam (CANADA)
Latitude Technologies
(CANADA)
Leonardo DRS (USA)
Leonardo UK (UK)
Life Support International
(USA)
LifeWatch (SWITZERLAND)
Linstol (USA)
LKD Aerospace (USA)
Mann Aviation Group
Engineering (UK)
Meeker Aviation (USA)
Merit Apparel (USA)
MGT Europe (UK)
Moog Components Group
(USA)
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SUPPLIERS

3M

SUPPLIERS
3M Aerospace

3M Center, Building 223-1N-14,
St Paul, MN 55144-1000, USA
www.3m.com
Tel: +1 888 364 3577

3M Peltor

3M Centre, Cain Road,
Bracknell, RG12 8HT, UK
www.peltorcomms.3m.com
Tel: +44 870 60 800 60

Aage Christensen

Skelmosevej 10,
2500 Valby, DENMARK
ah@aagechristensen.dk
www.aagechristensen.dk
Tel: +45 36 442 444 Fax: 442 024
Andreas Hansen, Def Sales Mgr

AAR Airlift Group

2301 Commerce Park Drive
Northeast, Palm Bay, FL 32905, USA
airlift@aarcorp.com
www.aarcorp.com/airlift
Tel: +1 321 837 2345 Fax: 837 2346
Randy J Martinez, Bus Dev VP

AAR Composite
Structures & Interiors

14201 Myerlake Circle,
Clearwater, FL 33760, USA
www.aarcorp.com
Tel: +1 727 539 8585 Fax: 539 0316

Able Engineering &
Component Services

7706 East Velocity Way,
Mesa, AZ 85212, USA
info@ableengineering.com
www.ableengineering.com
Tel: +1 602 304 1227 Fax: 304 1277
Tony Mitteer, Sr Bus Strategy

Abu Dhabi Aviation

PO Box 2723, Abu Dhabi, UAE
adava@abudhabiaviation.com
www.abudhabiaviation.com
Tel: +971 2 575 8000 Fax: 575 7775
Mohammed Ibrahim Al Mazrouei,
GM

Acal BFi

Oppelner Straße 5,
82194 Gröbenzell, GERMANY
sales-de@acalbfi.de
www.acalbfi.com/de
Tel: +49 8142 6520 0 Fax: 6520 190
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Acal BFi UK

Active Headsets

Accord Technology

AD Aerospace

3 The Business Centre,
Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham,
Berkshire, RG41 2EY, UK
sales-uk@acalbfi.co.uk
www.acalbfi.com/uk
Tel: +44 1189 788 878 Fax: 776 095

19820 North 7th Street,
Suite 150, Phoenix, AZ 85024, USA
info@accord-technolgy.com
www.accord-technology.com
Tel: +1 623 207 8694
Fax: +1 623 271 8243
Hal Adams, COO

Accurate Accessories

14400 Veterans Way,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553, USA
zaven@accurateacc.com
www.accurateacc.com
Tel: +1 951 656 0144 Fax: 656 0177
Zaven Sevoian, Owner/GM

ACES Systems

10737 Lexington Drive,
Knoxville, TN 37932, USA
info@acessystems.com
www.acessystems.com
Tel: +1 865 671 2003 Fax: 675 1241
Larry Lehmann, Dir, Av Mktg/Sales

ACR Electronics

5757 Ravenswood Road,
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312, USA
info@acrelectronics.com
www.acrartex.com
Tel: +1 954 981 3333 Fax: 983 5087
Ron Crowder, Exec Dir Sales

ACSE Airborne
Camera Systems Europe

Pippingerstr. 108,, D-81247
München, GERMANY
hendrik@acse-gmbh.de
www.acse-gmbh.de
Tel: +49 89 8954 5854 Fax: 8954 5856
Hendrik Vogt, MD

Action Aero

34 Belmont Street, Charlottetown,
PE, C1A 5H1, CANADA
dave@actionaero.com
www.actionaero.com
Tel: +1 902 370 3311 Fax: 370 3313
Dave Trainor, Pres

Action Aircraft

10570 Olympic Drive,
Dallas, TX 75220, USA
mary@actionaircraft.com
www.actionaircraft.com
Tel: +1 214 351 1284 Fax: 351 1286
Mary Hiatt, Pres

2320 Lakeview Drive,
Amarillo, TX 79109, USA
jan@headsetsinc.com
www.headsetsinc.com
Tel: +1 806 358 6336 Fax: 358 6449
T P Brittain, GM

Abbots Park, Preston Brook,
Cheshire, WA7 3GH, UK
enquiry@ad-aero.com
www.ad-aero.com
Tel: +44 870 442 4520 Fax: 442 4524

AD-S&Co

Boerhaaveweg 13, 2408 AD Alphen
aan Den Rijn, NETHERLANDS
info@adsco.nl
www.adsco.nl
Tel: +31 172 449 750 Fax: 449 785

Adams Aviation

Mercury House, Vulcan Way,
New Addington, Croydon,
CR0 9UG, UK
mail@adamsaviation.com
www.adamsaviation.com
Tel: +44 1689 842 999 Fax: 808 966
Robin Walsh, Av Sales/Mkt Dev Mgr

ADB Airfield Solutions

977 Gahanna Parkway,
Columbus, OH 43230, USA
adb-sales.us@adb-air.com
www.adb-air.com
Tel: +1 614 861 1304 Fax: 864 2069

Adsys Controls

16 Technology Drive,
Suite 148, Irvine, CA 92618, USA
contact@adsyscontrols.com
www.adsyscontrols.com
Tel: +1 949 682 5430
Brian Goldberg, Pres

Advanced Composite Structures
43 Muir Road, Winnipeg,
MB, R2X 2X7, CANADA
acs@acs-composites.com
www.acs-composites.com
Tel: +1 204 982 6565 Fax: 982 6555
James E Anning, Pres

Advanced Defense
Systems, Inc (ADS)

220 Daniel Webster Highway,
Merrimack, NH 03054, USA
gadamakos@ads-inc.com
www.ads-inc.com
Tel: +1 603 595 5169 Fax: 595 5175
George Adamakos, Dir Bus Dev
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AE

SUPPLIERS

Advanced Flight Theory

Aero Comfort

Aero Optical

Advanced Helicopter Services

Aero Design

Aero Products Component
Services

PO Box 5660, Maroochydore, QLD
4558, AUSTRALIA
enq@aft.com.au
www.aft.com.au
Tel: +61 7 5448 7770 Fax: 5448 9396
Warren McIvor, MD/ATPL Instr

17986 County Road 94B,
Woodland, CA 95695, USA
sparrow@advheli.com
www.advancedhelicopterservices.com
Tel: +1 530 669 7115 Fax: 669 7547
Sparrow Tang, Pres/CEO

Advanced Rotorcraft Technology
635 Vaqueros Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94085, USA
info@flightlab.com
www.flightlab.com
Tel: +1 408 523 5100 Fax: 732 1206

Advanced Surfaces & Processes
85 North 26th Avenue,
Cornelius, OR 97113, USA
tmurray@advanced-surfaces.com
www.advanced-surfaces.com
Tel: +1 503 640 4072
Tom Murray, Coordinator

Advanced Torque Products

56 Budney Road,
Newington, CT 06111, USA
sales@advancedtorque.com
www.advancedtorque.com
Tel: +1 860 828 1523 Fax: 737 3022

Advantage Aviation Technologies
201 Regal Row,
Dallas, TX 75247, USA
info@aatinc.net
www.advantageaviationtech.com
Tel: +1 972 647 7300 Fax: 647 7368

AEM

Taylor’s End, Stansted Airport, Essex,
CM24 1RB, UK
aem@aemtek.co.uk
www.aem.co.uk
Tel: +44 1279 680 030 Fax: 680 040
Tina Suckling, Cust Supp Exec

Aerial Fire Control Pty Ltd

PO Box 101, Hahndorf,
South Austalia 5245, AUSTRALIA
www.aerialfirecontrol.com
Tel: +61 418 785 986

Aero 3 Aviation

88 Harwood I,
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442, USA
aero3aviation@hotmail.com
www.aero3aviation.com
Tel: +1 954 290 3450
Radovan Lazic, CEO

1202 Triplett Street,
San Antonio, TX 78216, USA
juanp@aerocomfort.com
www.aerocomfort.com
Tel: +1 210 340 0177 Fax: 340 0731
Juan Pablo Fernandez, CEO

9888A Malaspina Road,
Powell River, BC, V8A 0G3, CANADA
info@aerodesign.ca
www.aerodesign.ca
Tel: +1 604 483 2376 Fax: 483 2372
Jason Rekve, Pres/GM

Aero Dynamix

3227 West Euless Boulevard, Euless,
TX 76040, USA
sales@aerodynamix.com
www.aerodynamix.com
Tel: +1 817 571 0729 Fax: 283 5432
Stu Parker, Sales & Mktg Mgr

Aero Facility

Shinbashi Plaza Building 15F, 4-9-1
Shinbashi, Minato-ku,
Tokyo, 105-0004, JAPAN
www.aero.co.jp
Tel: +81 3 5402 6884 Fax: 5402 6885
Kouzou Shimada, Adv

Aero Innovations

P.O. Box 80223,
Davao City, 8000, PHILIPPINES
trevor@aero-innovations.com
www.aero-innovations.com
Tel: +63 927 660 1530
Trevor Norris, MD/CEO

Aero Insurance Service

General Aviation Center, Postfach
2, CH-8058 Zürich-Flughafen,
SWITZERLAND
bernhard.aeroin@bluewin.ch
www.aero-insurance.ch
Tel: +41 44 881 2727 Fax: 881 2728
Martin Bernhard, Chmn

Aero Kool Corporation

1495 Southeast 10th Avenue,
Hialeah, FL 33010-5984, USA
aerokool@aerokool.com
www.aerokool.com
Tel: +1 305 887 6912 Fax: 885 2828
Tom Wolfe, Commercial Sales

Aero Medical Products Co
2230 Stone Bridge Road,
West Bend, WI 53095, USA
Sales@medicalaircraft.com
www.medicalaircraft.com
Tel: +1 262 335 8000
Paul M Egan, Pres
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Sterling House, 7 Ashford Road,
Maidstone, Kent, ME14 5BJ, UK
info@aero-optical.com
www.aero-optical.com
Tel: +44 1622 682 553
Frank Kraft, Owner

551 North 40th Street,
Show Low, AZ 85901, USA
sales@aeroproducts.com
www.aeroproducts.com
Tel: +1 928 537 1000 Fax: 537 1001
Brad Martin, Dir Mktg

Aero Propulsion Support Group
108 May Drive,
Harrison, OH 45030, USA
aslattery@aeropropulsion.com
www.aeropropulsion.com
Tel: +1 513 367 9452 Fax: 367 7930
Allan Slattery, Pres

Aero Sekur

Fowler Avenue, The Hub,
Farnborough Business Park,
Farnborough, GU14 7JF, UK
sales@aerosekur.co.uk
www.aerosekur.com
Tel: +44 1252 302 344 Fax: 302 101
Mark Butler, CEO

Aero Simulation

4450 East Adamo Drive, Suite 501,
Tampa, FL 33605-5941, USA
r_shepard@aerosimulation.com
www.aerosimulation.com
Tel: +1 813 628 4447 x147 Fax: 628
8404
Russ Shepard, Mktg

AERO Specialties

11175 West Emerald Street,
Boise, ID 83713, USA
sales@aerospecialties.com
www.aerospecialties.com
Tel: +1 208 378 9888 Fax: 378 9889
Derek Rose, Dir & VP, Sales & Mktg

Aero Telemetry

PO Box 2047,
Huntington Beach, CA 92647, USA
sales@aerotelemetry.com
www.aerotelemetry.com
Tel: +1 714 596 1352 Fax: 596 1362
Rob Hartz, Govt Contracts & Mktg
Admin

Aerobytes

Astra House, The Common,
Cranleigh, GU6 8RZ, UK
enquiries@aerobytes.co.uk
www.aerobytes.co.uk
Tel: +44 1483 273 767
Kevin Martin, Sales Mgr
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AI

Air Technology Belgium

Vliegveld 51,
8560 Wevelgem, BELGIUM
info@airtechnology.be
www.airtechnology.be
Tel: +32 56 438 040 Fax: 438 050
Joëlle Van Leemputten, CEO/Maint
Mgr

Air Technology Engines

2884 South Horseshoe Drive, Naples,
FL 34104, USA
info@airtechnology.com
www.airtechnology.com
Tel: +1 239 643 0011 Fax: 643 0940
Mike Turner, Pres

Airborne Systems North America
5800 Magnolia Avenue,
Pennsauken, NJ 08109, USA
sales@airborne-sys.com
www.airborne-sys.com
Tel: +1 856 663 1275 Fax: 663 3028

Airbus Defence & Space
(Germany)

Landshuter Strasse 26,
85716 Unterschleissheim, GERMANY
lothar.belz@airbus.com
www.airbusdefenceandspace.com
Tel: +49 89 3179 0
Lothar Belz, Hd Media Rel CIS

Airbus Defence & Space (UK)

Gunnels Wood Road, Stevenage,
Hertfordshire, SG1 2AS, UK
www.airbusdefenceandspace.com
Tel: +44 1438 773 000
Jeremy Close, Dir Comms & PR

Aircraft Assessing Company

Entrance 1, Lanseria International
Airport, Execujet Group Building,
Johannesburg, 1748, SOUTH AFRICA
paull@aacglobal.co.za
www.aircraftassessing.co.za
Tel: +27 83 310 85 88 Fax: 659 2656
Paul Leaker, MD

Aircraft Belts

1176 Telecom Drive,
Creedmoor, NC 27522, USA
info@airbelts.com
www.aircraftbelts.com
Tel: +1 919 956 4395 Fax: 956 4220

11 rue Dautancourt,
75017 Paris, FRANCE
contact@aircraftformula.com
www.aircraftformula.com
Tel: +33 6 71 81 35 12

Aircraft Owners and
Pilots Association (AOPA)
421 Aviation Way,
Frederick, MD 21701, USA
www.aopa.org
Tel: +1 800 872 2672
Mark Baker, Pres/CEO

Aircraft Services Group

112 Charles A. Lindbergh Drive,
Teterboro, NJ 07608, USA
info@yourjet.com
www.yourjet.com
Tel: +1 973 864 6200

Airbus Helicopters

Airtech Canada Aviation Services

Aircare FACTS
Training International

324 West Bay Drive Northwest, Suite
200, Olympia, WA 98502, USA
info@factstraining.com
www.factstraining.com
Tel: +1 360 754 9805 Fax: 754 1911
Jeff Roberts, CEO
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AIS Gallagher

9515 Hillwood Drive,
Las Vegas, NV 89134-0527, USA
www.aisins.com
Tel: +1 702 647 2333 Fax: 647 5433
Bradley A Meinhardt, Area Pres/
MD Avn

777 Aviation Drive,
Camarillo, CA 93010, USA
sales@akvinc.com
www.akvinc.com
Tel: +1 805 437 1739 Fax: 437 1783
Jonathan Gunn, Pres/CEO

All American Aviation

9103 Boudreaux Road, T
omball, TX 77375, USA
info@allamericanaviationtx.com
www.allamericanaviationtx.com
Tel: +1 832 559 8990 Fax: 559 8988

All Metal MS

5325 South Valley View Blvd,
Las Vegas, NV 89118, USA
sales@allmetalms.com
www.allmetalms.com
Tel: +1 702 221 9306 Fax: 222 9301

Allwe Foreign Trade Company

Airglaze-Aviation

PO Box 69, Pinkenba,
QLD, 4008, AUSTRALIA
www.airbusgroupap.com.au
Tel: +61 7 3637 3000 Fax: 3637 3955

Aéroport International
MarseilleProvence, 13725 Marignane
Cedex, FRANCE
marketing.helicopters@airbus.com
www.airbushelicopters.com
Tel: +33 4 4285 8585 Fax: 4285 8970
Guillaume Steuer, Hd External
Comms

PO Box 72516, Papakura,
Auckland, 2244, NEW ZEALAND
ardmore@airwork.co.nz
www.airwork.co.nz
Tel: +64 9 295 2100 Fax: 295 2102

AKV

Aircraft Formula

An Der Gasse 20, 52525 HeinsbergLaffeld, GERMANY
info@airglaze-aviation.com
www.airglaze-aviation.com
Tel: +49 2452 106 39 46
Fax: 106 39 47

Airbus Group Australia Pacific

Airwork Group

P.O. Box 415, Peterborough,
ON, K9J 6Z3, CANADA
info@airtechcanada.com
www.airtechcanada.com
Tel: +1 705 743 9483 Fax: 749 0841
James C Mewett, Pres/Chf Eng

Volgogradskiy Prospekt 35,
Moscow, 109316, RUSSIA
allwe@allwe.ru
www.allwe.ru
Tel: +7 495 972 67 47 Fax: 972 69 90
Bogdan Skripnik, Dir

Alpine Aerotech

1260 Industrial Road,
Kelowna, BC, V1Z 1G5, CANADA
mdruet@alpineaerotech.com
www.alpineaerotech.com
Tel: +1 250 769 6344
Mike Druet, Dir Mktg

Airwolf Filter Corp

15369 Madison Road,
Middlefield, OH 44062-8404, USA
info@airwolf.com
www.airwolf.com
Tel: +1 440 632 5136 Fax: 632 1685
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Alpine Air Support

Dorfstrasse 8,
CH-8311 Brütten, SWITZERLAND
mail@alpine.aero
www.alpine.aero
Tel: +41 52 345 3605 Fax: 345 3606
Lilli Seider, Euro Sales

AMUR HFS

Applied Avionics

Andar
Electromechanical Systems

Applied Infrared Sensing

1 North Lexington Ave, Suite 1101,
White Plains, NY 10601, USA
www.amurhfs.com
Tel: +1 212 893 8888
Fax: +1 212 893 8849

ODTU Teknokent Ikizler Binası, 35/2
Çankaya, 06800 Ankara, TURKEY
bilgi@andar.com.tr
www.andar.com.tr
Tel: +90 312 385 0450 Fax: 385 0451
Alpine Air Support provides
spare parts for the Airbus
Helicopters Dauphin type. We are
an independent Swiss aviation parts
trading company based near Zürich
International Airport, stocking
and distributing quality helicopter
spare parts. We maintain a large
in-house inventory of Dauphin
and EC155 avionics, and are the
official stocking distributor for
Sagem Avionics, Thales AES & UTAS
Actuation Systems.

Alturair

9175 Lavell Street,
La Mesa, CA 91941, USA
info@alturair.com
www.alturair.com
Tel: +1 619 449 1570
Frank Verbeke, Pres

AMC Aerospace Consulting

873 Stevens Street, White Rock, BC,
V4B 4X3, CANADA
pantosh@amcaerospace.com
www.amcaerospace.com
Tel: +1 778 882 8627 Fax: 542 6340
Phil Antosh, Pres

American Helicopter Services and
Aerial Firefighting Association
4190 McIntosh Court,
Hollywood, MD 20636-2384, USA
ghill@ahsafa.org www.ahsafa.org
Tel: +1 801 673 7324
George C. Hill, Exec Dir

AmSafe Aviation

1043 North 47th Avenue,
Phoenix, AZ 85043, USA
sales-restraints@amsafe.com
www.amsafe.com
Tel: +1 602 850 2850 Fax: 850 2812

AmSafe Bridport

SUPPLIERS

Anodyne Electronics
Manufacturing Corp

15-1925 Kirschner Road,
Kelowna, BC, V1Y 4N7, CANADA
sales@aem-corp.com
www.aem-corp.com
Tel: +1 250 763 1088 Fax: 763 1089
Tony Weller, Sales Mgr

Antcom

367 Van Ness Way, Suite 602,
Torrance, CA 90501, USA
sales@antcom.com
www.antcom.com
Tel: +1 310 782 1076 Fax: 782 1086

AOG Heliservices

1032 Len Birchall Way,
Kingston, ON, K7M 9A1, CANADA
chris@aogheli.com
www.aogheliservices.com
Tel: +1 613 389 8596 Fax: 389 5586
Chris Przontka, Sales Mgr

Appareo Systems

1810 NDSU Research Circle North,
Fargo, ND 58102, USA
sales@appareo.com
www.appareo.com
Tel: +1 701 356 2200

Apple International

367 Industrial Drive,
Bristol, TN 36720, USA
sales@appleheli.com
www.appleheli.com
Tel: +1 423 652 0206
Fax: 866 788 8230

Apple International

The European Trade Centre,
Hempnall Road, Norwich,
Norfolk, NR15 2AG, UK
sales@appleheli.com
www.appleheli.com
Tel: +44 1508 533 180 Fax: 498 012

The Court, West Street,
Bridport, DT6 3QU, UK
tim.bell@amsafebp.com
www.amsafebridport.com
Tel: +44 1308 456 666 Fax: 456 605
Tim Bell, Sales Manager- Airframes
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3201 Sandy Lane,
Fort Worth, TX 76112, USA
www.appliedavionics.com
Tel: +1 (888) 848-4786 Fax: 654 3405
Craig Morgan, SVP Sales

10 Uralla Road, Port Macquarie,
NSW, 2444, AUSTRALIA
www.applied-infrared.com.au
Tel: +61 1300 557 205
Fax: +61 2 8004 0849

Aqua Lung America

2340 Cousteau Court, Vista,
CA 92081, USA
dstancil@aqualung.com
www.aqualung.com
Tel: +1 760 597 5000 Fax: 597 4900

Aradyne Windsocks

PO Box 757, Brookshire,
TX 77423, USA
socks@windsocks.com
www.windsocks.com
Tel: +1 281 934 1776 Fax: 934 2314

Argon ST

12701 Fair Lakes Circle,
Suite 800, Fairfax, VA 22033, USA
meghan.a.mccormick@boeing.com
www.boeing.com
Tel: +1 703 322 0881
Meghan McCormick, Comms
Specialist

Armour of America

308 Alabama Street,
Auburn, AL 36830, USA
info@armourofamerica.com
www.armourofamerica.com
Tel: +1 334 321 0762 Fax: 321 0556
Bill Graham, Pres

ASD (AeroSpace & Defence
Industries Association of Europe)
Rue Montoyer 10,
1000 Bruxelles, BELGIUM
info@asd-europe.org
www.asd-europe.org
Tel: +32 2 775 81 10 Fax: 775 8112

Aselsan

Mehmet Akif Ersoy Mahallesi 296,
Cadde No: 16, 06370 YenimahalleAnkara, TURKEY
marketing@aselsan.com.tr
www.aselsan.com
Tel: +90 312 592 10 00
Fax: 354 13 02
Tekin Tuğaç, Corporate Comms Mgr
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ASI Services

1025 East Salter Drive, Building F,
Phoenix, AZ 85024, USA
sales@asiservices.com
www.asiservices.com
Tel: +1 623 516 8818 Fax: 516 8838
Kurtis McConn, CEO

Asia Aviation Services

Penthouse Level, Suntec Tower
Three, 8 Temasek Boulevard,
Singapore 038988, SINGAPORE
mahen@asiaaviationservices.com
www.asiaaviationservices.com
Tel: +65 6829 2238 Fax: 6829 2239

Asia Pacific Aerospace

750 MacArthur Avenue Central,
Pinkenba, QLD 4008, AUSTRALIA
info@apaero.com.au
www.apaero.com.au
Tel: +61 7 3632 7600 Fax: 3632 7677

Aspen Avionics

5001 Indian School Road. NE,
Albuquerque, NM 87110, USA
salessupport@aspenavionics.com
www.aspenavionics.com
Tel: +1 505 856 5034
Mark Ferrari, VP Sales and Cust Supp

Association of Aerospace
Industries Singapore

4 Changi South Lane, #07-01A,
AAIS AeroHub, Nan Wah Building,
486127, SINGAPORE
admin@aais.org.sg
www.aais.org.sg
Tel: +65 6922 1788
Fax: +65 6783 9129

Association of Air
Medical Services

909 N. Washington Street, Suite 410,
Alexandria, VA 22314, USA
rsherlock@aams.org
www.aams.org
Tel: +1 703 836 8732 Fax: 836 8920
Rick Sherlock, Pres/CEO

Astronautics
Corporation of America

4115 North Teutonia Avenue,
Milwaukee, WI 53209-6731, USA
www.astronautics.com
Tel: +1 414 449 4000 Fax: 447 8231

Astronics Luminescent Systems
130 Commerce Way,
East Aurora, NY 14052, USA
invest@astronics.com
www.astronics.com
Tel: +1 716 805 1599 Fax: 655 0309
James Kramer, VP
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Astronics Luminescent
Systems (Europe)

Autoflug

De Pintelaan 264,
9000 Gent, BELGIUM
dirk.devos@astronics.com
www.astronics.com
Tel: +32 9 329 5576 Fax: 329 5578

Industriestr. 10,
25462 Rellingen, GERMANY
sales@autoflug.de
www.autoflug.com
Tel: +49 4101 307 0 Fax: 307 110
Stefan Andres, VP Eng & Sales

ASU Baltija

Autogenwerk Spegel

Atech Turbine Components

Avalex Technologies

Kaunas Intl. Airport, Karmelava,
Kaunas District, LT-54460,
LITHUANIA
asubaltija@asubaltija.lt
www.asubaltija.com
Tel: +370 37 760 112 Fax: 207 009
Linas Elijosius, GM

1 St Mark St, Auburn, MA 01501, USA
ritak@atechturbine.com
www.atechturbine.com
Tel: +1 508 721 7679 Fax: 721 7968
Jay Kapur, GM

ATG Ingenieros

Av Europa, 16, Murcia, 30007, SPAIN
atgingenirtos@gmail.com
www.atg-ingenieros.es
Tel: +34 968 24 49 51

Austin Jet Aircraft Sales

6501 Torrey Pines, Austin,
TX 78746, USA
sales@austinjet.com
www.austinjet.com
Tel: +1 512 292 7088 Fax: 233 2726
Jerry Edwards, Pres

Australian Helicopter
Industry Association

PO Box 1796, Carindale,
QLD 4152, AUSTRALIA
www.austhia.com
Tel: +61 415 641 774
Peter Crook, Pres

Australian Helicopters

1 Abbotsford Rd, Level 1,
Bowen Hills, QLD 4006, AUSTRALIA
bne@austheli.com
www.austheli.com
Tel: +61 7 3666 2600
Lauren Adams, Dir of Commercial

Austrian Aeronautics
Industries Group

Kramergasse 1/3, 1010 Wien, AUSTRIA
office@aaig.at
www.aaig.at
Tel: +43 1 533 09 73 0 Fax: 09 73 15

Ostrachstr.3,
86165 Augsburg, GERMANY
info@spegel.de
www.spegel.de
Tel: +49 821 79 47 47 0
Fax: 79 47 47 7
Juergen Schmid, MD

2665 Gulf Breeze Parkway,
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563, USA
sales@avalex.com
www.avalex.com
Tel: +1 850 470 8464 Fax: 470 8461
Tad Ihns, CEO

AVIA Radio

Hangar 141, Copenhagen Airport,
DK 2791 Dragoer, DENMARK
sales@avia-radio.dk
www.avia-radio.dk
Tel: +45 3245 0800 Fax: 3245 7375
Ole Kristensen, Sales Mgr

Aviabaltika Aviation

Vilniaus st. 86A, Karmelava,
54458 Kaunas, LITHUANIA
aviabaltika@aviabaltika.lt
www.aviabaltika.com
Tel: +370 37 399 141 Fax: 399 305

Aviabaltika de Mexico

Montecitos 38 WTC Piso 8 oficina 12,
13, Benito Juárez, D.F., Col. Nápoles,
03810, MEXICO
sparc@wtcmexico.com.mx
www.aviabaltika.com
Tel: +525 55 488 20 14
Fax: 488 20 17

Aviall

P.O. Box 619048, Dallas,
TX 75261-9048, USA
www.aviall.com
Tel: +1 800 284 2551
Fax: +1 972 586 1361

Aviall Airstocks

168 Yeung Uk Road, Unit 2203
Global Gateway, Tsuen Wan,
HONG KONG
twong@aviall.com
www.aviall.com
Tel: +852 2318 0233 Fax: 2331 9222
Tony Wong, Sales Dir
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